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This PhD thesis presents a study of the filling of porous silicon matrices and
has been done prevalently in the laboratory PoroSiLab, of the Department of
Physics of the University of Cagliari.
Porous silicon (PSi) is a very versatile material, whose main feature is the
large developed surface. This inner surface, generated by the presence of
pores, makes PSi particularly suitable for applications needing pores impreg-
nation. In this way, many new diﬀerent systems can be formed, and their
characteristics can be exploited for several technological applications. PSi,
beneath its complex nature, is very attractive in many diﬀerent technological
fields, from energy storage and production, sensors and optoelectronic devices
and biomedical applications. Many research eﬀorts have been done for the
optimization of these kind of devices, including the optimization of pores
impregnation mechanisms, aiming at the improvement of the performances of
the final structures.
In this PhD thesis I will report a study on the impregnation of PSi with
diﬀerent materials for a variety of technological applications. In particular,
the impregnation process has been studied for organic and inorganic materials,
with the aim of optimizing the process and, as a consequence, the samples
properties.
In the first part of this study, the chemical impregnation of the PSi matrix with
melanin will be presented. After a brief introduction on the past discoveries
on the hybrid junction, I will present the results in the understanding of the
mechanisms governing the penetration of melanin starting monomers and
their polymerization into melanin, together with the improvement we achieved
in increasing the lifetime of the hybrid structure in terms of production of
photogenerated current. I will also present the results obtained using a
diﬀerent PSi matrix, that is a porous structure obtained by using metal-
assisted chemical etching (MACE). The MACE approach has been used
to limit the high Si reflectivity by a suitable surface structurations. The
impregnation of MACE-formed structures with melanin is then aimed at
an increase of the photovoltaic properties lead by the increased light power
entering the MACE-based structures.
vThe second part of the project regards the PSi impregnation with inorganic
materials using an electrochemical approach for the impregnation of the
porous matrix with erbium and nickel. Erbium has been chosen because of
its demonstrated photoluminescence (PL) properties when hosted in a silicon
matrix; the interest on this topic has started to decrease when it has been
found that erbium clustering limits the PL emission. In this thesis I will show
by a wide multidisciplinar study that pores filling, instead of the standard
pores doping approach, can be a promising route to overcome the erbium
clusters formation and to enhance the PL intensity. The impregnation of PSi
with nickel has a diﬀerent goal and is aimed at the fabrication of a multiphase
material that can be used to define a valid protocol for the analysis and
accurate reconstruction of nanoporous materials with atom probe tomography
(APT), a technique lacking of a reliable approach for the definition of accurate
reconstruction parameters. The main characteristic of this particular pair of
materials is that silicon and nickel have similar evaporation fields, which is
essential to perform the analysis of porous composite materials with APT.
Despite the diﬀerent materials and the various technological applications
of the analyzed samples, the common feature of the work is the study of
the impregnation processes. A good understanding of the impregnation
process is the base for the optimization of the final device. The understanding
and control of the parameters governing the filling of meso- and nano-pores
is in fact a very complex matter that is unavoidably influenced by many
environmental parameters (temperature, humidity...) that can be diﬃcult
to control properly. For these reasons, my PhD work has been aimed at the
understanding of what parameters are fundamental for a successful pores
impregnation and why. Although part of the parameters involved necessarily
diﬀer for an impregnation with organic and inorganic materials, many are
nonetheless related for both kinds materials to size, shape, regularity of the
pores distribution, and their knowledgeable control is therefore essential for a
wide variety of application.
This work has been done within a collaboration with many national and
international research groups. As previously mentioned, most of my work
was done in the laboratory PoroSiLab. I was in charge of the fabrication
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and impregnation of the PSi samples, of their characterization by means of
reflectivity and absorbance analysis and of all the photocurrent measurements.
The computational analysis presented in the text, aimed at understanding the
polymerization of melanin monomers and the adhesion on a silicon surface,
have been carried out by the groups of L. Colombo and G. Cappellini of the
same university, while melanin monomers were synthesized at the University
Federico II of Napoli by the group of M. d’Ischia. I also fabricated the PSi
samples with the MACE technique during a four months international stage
at CNRS-ICMPE laboratories in Thiais (France), where I also performed
their impregnation with the organic material and all the analysis on those
samples. I participated to the PL analysis of the Er-filled porous Si samples
that have been carried out by the group of M. Saba of the University of
Cagliari. The scanning electron microscope (SEM) images, also using back-
scattering electrons (SEM-BSE) and energy dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy
(SEM-EDS), of these samples have been taken by the group of A. Falqui at
KAUST (Saudi Arabia). Electron tomography (ET) and micro-PL analysis
on Er-doped samples and APT and ET on samples impregnated with nickel
have been performed in the laboratories of the Université Grenoble Alps and
CEA, LETI, MINATEC Campus. Our collaborators from INRIM (Torino)
performed SEM analysis of PSi and allowed us to develop the Electrochemical
Nanolithography (ENL) technique for samples fabrication, characterized by
more regular and larger pores.
Most of the results of this thesis have been published in the following articles
in international journals:
• E. Pinna, M. Mehrabanian, E. Redolfi Riva, E. Cara, G. Aprile, L.
Boarino, G. Mula, Electrochemical Nanolithography on silicon: an
easy and scalable method to control pores formation at the nanoscale,
Materials 2019, 12, 18, 2891
• A. Antidormi, G. Aprile, G. Cappellini, E. Cara, R. Cardia, L. Colombo,
R. Farris, M. d’Ischia, M. Mehrabanian, C. Melis, G. Mula, A. Pezzella,
E. Pinna, E. Redolfi Riva, Physical and chemical control of interface
stability in porous silicon-eumelanin hybrids, J. Phys. Chem. C 2018,
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122, 49, 28405-28415
• E. Pinna, C. Melis, A. Antidormi, R. Cardia, E. Sechi, G. Cappellini,
M. d’Ischia, L. Colombo, G. Mula, Deciphering molecular mechanisms
of interface buildup and stability in porous Si/eumelanin hybrids, Int.
J. Mol. Sci. 2017, 18(7), 1567
• G. Mula, T. Printemps, C. Licitra, E. Sogne, F. D’Acapito, N. Gam-
bacorti, N. Sestu, M. Saba, E. Pinna, D. Chiriu, P. C. Ricci, A. Casu,
F. Quochi, A. Mura, G. Bongiovanni, A. Falqui, Doping porous silicon
with erbium: pores filling as a method to limit the Er-clustering eﬀects
and increasing its light emission, Scientific Reports 2017 7, 5957
• I. Mouton, T. Printemps, A. Grenier, N. Gambacorti, E. Pinna, M.
Tiddia, A. Vacca, G. Mula, Toward an accurate quantification in atom
probe tomography reconstruction by correlative electron tomography
approach on nanoporous materials, Ultramicroscopy 2017, 182, 112-117
The results obtained and discussed in this thesis have also been presented in
the following national and international conferences and events:
• European School on Nanosciences and Nanotechnologies - ESONN
(2018):
– Poster: Nanostructured porous silicon for technological applica-
tions.
• Porous Semiconductors Science and Technology - PSST (2018):
– Oral: A new paradigm for PSi:Er light-emitting structures
– Posters: Deciphering molecular mechanism of interface buildup
and stability in porous Si/eumelanin hybrids
– Electrochemical nanolithography on highly-doped porous silicon
• XI International School On Hybrid and Organic Photovoltaics and IV
School on Advanced Materials for Photonics, Electronics and Bioelec-
tronics - ISOPHOS & MAPHEBIO (2019):
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– Poster: Organic-inorganic hybrids of eumelanin and porous Si:
how to improve the junction stability
• 8th Young Researcher Meeting - YRM (2017):
– Oral: Organic-inorganic hybrids of eumelanin and porous silicon:
how to improve the junction stability
– Poster: Porous silicon/polyaniline hybrid materials for photovoltaic
applications
• 79th IUVSTA workshop (2017):
– Poster: Accurate quantification in atom probe tomography recon-
struction by correlative electron tomography approach on nanoporous
materials
• E-MRS Spring Meeting (2016):
– Oral: Organic-inorganic hybrids of eumelanin and porous Si: to-
ward stable photocurrents
• Porous Semiconductors Science and Technology - PSST (2016):
– Posters: Eumelanin-porous silicon hybrids: towards stable pho-
tocurrent
– Atomistic characterization of the hybrid eumelanin-porous silicon
interface: a molecular dynamics study
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Part I
State of the art
1
Chapter 1
Porous materials impregnation
In this chapter, a general introduction to the main topic of this dissertation,
that is the impregnation of a porous silicon (PSi) matrix, is presented. Section
1.1 will give the reader an overview of porous materials impregnation and the
physical aspects related to that; then, in section 1.2, the impregnation issue
is treated for the specific case of PSi.
1.1 Overview of porous materials impregnation
The impregnation of a porous matrix can be generally described by the
physical laws of capillarity [1, 2], which occurs when a liquid flows in narrow
tubes without the assistance of external forces like gravity, and sometimes even
in opposition to that. Capillarity is the result of two forces, the adhesion of the
liquid to solid surfaces and the cohesive surface tension of liquid molecules;
these are in opposition one another since the former tends to spread the
liquid and the latter tends to reduce the liquid-gas interfacial area. The
final liquid-gas interface configuration is found through a balance between
these forces. Capillarity is thus dependent on solid and liquid interfacial
properties such as surface tension, contact angle, and solid surface roughness
and geometry [3]. Surface tension derives from the fact that fluid molecules at
the air-fluid interface are subjected to a net attraction force from bulk liquid
molecules. Bulk molecules, in contrast, experience uniform cohesive forces
2
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from whatever direction. As a result, a membrane-like fluid surface appears,
and it tends to contract to reduce the amount of its excess surface energy.
Surface tension depends on the liquid and can be modified by the addition
of soluble substances. Temperature also aﬀects surface tension, because the
cohesive forces between molecules are reduced in case of thermal expansion:
in general, therefore, the experimental conditions of impregnation are a very
delicate factor. The impregnation of a surface also depends on the wettability
of that surface. From this point of view, a significative parameter is the
contact angle, that is the equilibrium angle formed between the solid-liquid
interface and the liquid-gas interface. According to this definition, a solid
is called wettable by the liquid when the contact angle is small (figure 1.1
(a)) and it happens when liquids molecules are attracted to solid surfaces
more strongly than to the other liquid molecules. Conversely, a solid is called
not-wettable by the liquid when the contact angle is large (figure 1.1 (b))
because the cohesive force among the molecules within the liquid is larger
than the adhesive force of the solid. Another factor that aﬀects impregnation
is surface geometry. In fact, the final liquid-gas interface is the result of a
balance between the forces that tend to spread the liquid and surface tension,
which tends to minimize interfacial area within the pore. For these reasons,
the final interface between the liquid and the gas phases is often curved.
A hemispherical interface would be the ideal shape in case of regular solid
matrices, while a not-spherical shape is much more common when the liquid
is confined by irregular solid surfaces.
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Figure 1.1: Diﬀerent solid-liquid-gas contact angles: (a) small contact angle
(  < 90° defines a wettable solid); (b) large contact angle (  > 90° defines a
not-wettable solid).
1.2 A more specific case: porous silicon impreg-
nation
PSi is at the base of this dissertation and the study of its impregnation is
of particular interest since it permits to tune PSi properties or to develop
composite structures with new interesting characteristics. In the second
half of the 90s of the last century, for example, several groups tried to
impregnate PSi to improve or modify its luminescence properties [4–6], but
many other applications aimed at the investigations of PSi impregnation with
diﬀerent materials. Some years later, the filling of PSi has been studied for
electronic devices, like the fabrication of an X-ray imaging pixel detector [7]
or the realization of microchannels in heat sink technology [8]. Impregnation
with magnetic materials has been proposed by the group of P. Granitzer
and a relation between the structure and magnetic characteristics has been
demonstrated [9–11]. New results on this topic have been found in the last
years [12–14]. Impregnation of PSi with organic materials is another field
of interest, both for exploiting the properties of the new composites [15–18]
and to use the porous matrix as a template to prepare defined arrays of the
organic compound [19–21]. These are only some examples, but many other
cases can be found in literature [22–26]. Among the various ways to achieve
PSi filling, chemical and electrochemical impregnation processes have been
used in this dissertation, and a brief description of these methods will be
given below.
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Chemical pores impregnation consists in putting the PSi sample in direct
contact with a solution of the material to be deposited inside the pores,
and let the solvent to evaporate, without using any current. This technique
is often used for the insertion of metals or polymers [27], but the success
of the process depends on chemical and morphological properties of the
surface. In fact, a freshly etched SiHx -terminated PSi is hydrophobic and it
should be chemically modified to optimize the impregnation with hydrophilic
substances [28]. Another procedure used for polymer impregnation is to
spread the polymer solution over the porous surface by spin-coating; in this
case, viscosity and rotation speed are important parameters for the success of
the pores impregnation. This technique has been used also in this dissertation
for impregnation of PSi with melanin, and the results are presented in sections
5.1 and 5.3. In case of the insertion of metals, the process is usually the
result of redox reactions where both the metal formation and the silicon atom
oxidation occur. For this reason, the reaction is inhibited after the deposition
of one or two monolayers, since the silicon atoms are all covered by the new
material.
Electrochemical impregnation, instead, is a technique that involves electro-
chemical reactions inside the pores between silicon and the material dissolved
in the solution. The impregnation results strongly depend on the morpho-
logical structure of the porous matrix: if for macropores is easy to obtain
a homogenous in-depth filling [29], gradients are often observed in case of
mesoporous and nanoporous materials [30]. This is probably due to pores
shapes, especially when they are dendritic. In fact, an irregular pore shape
may lead to pore obstruction due to an irregular electrodeposition of materials
lead by inhomogeneous flow of the electrolyte within the complex dendritic
pore net. Other reasons for pore-blocking could be an insuﬃcient exchange
of the electrolyte along the entire pore length or hydrogen bubbles formation
during the reaction. In any case, in the work presented in reference [31] it
has been shown that pores filling is also related on current density and on
pulse duration, so that to obtain good results a careful optimization of the
process is a mandatory preliminary step.
Chapter 2
Porous silicon matrices
In this chapter I will provide a general introduction on PSi and on the various
techniques used for producing the porous matrices studied in this dissertation.
In particular, after a brief introduction on PSi characteristics and properties in
section 2.1, the theory of the anodic etching is presented in section 2.1.1, while
section 2.1.2 is dedicated to the explanation of the so-called Metal-Assisted
Chemical Etching (MACE).
2.1 Porous silicon
PSi discovery dates back to the 1950s at Bell Laboratories, when the scientists
Arthur Jr. and Ingeborg Uhlir were studying an electrochemical technique
for polishing and shaping the surfaces of silicon and germanium in order to
use them in microelectronic circuits. They noted that, under appropriate
electrochemical conditions, some black, brown or red films on the surface of
the substrates were formed [32]. Since they were not interested in that eﬀect,
they adjusted the experimental conditions to prevent this eﬀect and reported
the unusual result in a Bell labs note.
For several decades PSi discovery remained shelved, until the beginning of
the 90s, when the interest in this material arose thanks to the independent
discovery, by the scientists L. Canham and V. Lehmann, of its photolumines-
cence (PL) in the visible band, that is at energies significantly higher than
6
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silicon bandgap energy (1,1 eV) [33]. The origin of this optical property is
still under debate: two possible explanations are the quantum confinement
eﬀect, that arises when the pores are large enough to leave nanometer-scale
crystalline silicon skeleton around them [34, 35], or the presence of several
emission centers in the PSi inner surface like Si–Hn or Si–OH [36]. After PL
discovery, a widespread research activity started for developing silicon-based
optoelectronic devices, but the low electroluminescence eﬃciency eventually
led to a decrease of interest for this material. The very peculiar characteristics
of this material, as the huge developed inner surface or the possibility to
easily tune pores length and dimensions, inspired the use of PSi for many
other technological applications that did not need intense PL emission, as in
the sensor, biomedical, electronics and optics fields. Many research groups
are still working in this research domains.
One of the main characteristics of porous materials is of course their porosity,
defined as the void percentage of the sample. Porous materials can be classified
according to their pores average diameter x:
• Micropores: x < 2 nm;
• Mesopores: 2 < x < 50 nm
• Macropores: x > 50 nm
Pores dimensions, in terms of their average diameter, length, shape, are
strictly aﬀected by the electrochemical parameters used to perform the etching
process. In particular, the etching time controls the pores length, while the
current density and the solution composition aﬀect the pores diameter. The
doping type and level of the original crystalline silicon substrate also play an
important role in determining the pores dimensions; in fact, keeping constant
the other electrochemical parameters, the higher is the dopant concentration
of n-type silicon wafer, the smaller are the pores that one can form with
this substrate; the opposite is true for p-type silicon wafer: the higher is the
dopant concentration, the larger is the pores diameter.
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POTENTIOSTAT
HF solution
Pt electrode
Si substrate
Figure 2.1: Detailed scheme of the apparatus used for the electrochemical
preparation of a PSi layer.
2.1.1 Anodic etching
One of the most diﬀused methods used to produce PSi is anodic etching, al-
ternatively called electrochemical etching. This method requires an apparatus
as the one schematically represented in figure 2.1. The electrochemical system
consists in an electrochemical cell where the silicon substrate represents the
anode (working electrode), while the cathode (counter electrode) is a grid
made of platinum. The mostly used electrolyte is an aqueous HF solution,
which has the double function of etching the silicon when the current is
applied, and removing the surface oxide layer, that naturally forms on the
surface, before the electrochemical process starts. Silicon, in fact, is very
reactive with the oxygen present in air and water; since the oxide layer freshly
formed is an insulant from the electrical point of view, it modifies the original
properties of the semiconductor and prevents the porous formation.
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Figure 2.2: Reaction scheme for the divalent model of the porosification
process [37].
On the base of the electronegativity values of the elements, the enthalpy of
Si–F is higher than the enthalpy of Si –O, so the HF solution easily dissolves
the oxide layer, according to the following reaction:
SiO2 + 6HF! SiF2 6 + 2H+ + 2H2O
Once the oxide layer has been removed, superficial silicon is now passivated
by Si–H bonds and the porosification process can occur. The charge transfer
reaction that led to the removal of the surface silicon atoms is a divalent
mechanism (figure 2.2). The dissolution process starts when a hole that travels
inside the crystal reaches the interface between silicon and the electrolyte. This
favors the nucleophilic attack of the silicon atom by bifluoride ions (HF2 – ),
and the new Si–F bond is formed. At this point, another nucleophilic attack
can occur on the same Si atom, with the injection of an electron as a result:
this leads to the formation of a second Si–F bond and to the emission of a
gaseous H2 molecule. Because of the polarity of the Si–F bonds, the electron
density of the remaining two silicon backbonds is weakened, and facilitates
the dissolution of the Si atom by HF. The overall reaction of the divalent
porosification process is the following:
Si + 4HF 2 + h
+ ! SiF2 6 + 2HF + H2 + e 
PSi formation can occur only for particular condition of the electrical param-
eter, as it shows the graph in figure 2.3, that connects the current density
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Figure 2.3: Evolution of Si electrochemical etching depending on the current
density and the applied tension between the electrodes [38].
flowing in the cell with the potential applied between the electrodes.
Three diﬀerent regions can be distinguished:
• the first region, corresponding to low values of the applied potential,
is the eﬀective region where the PSi formation occurs, with the only
restriction that the applied potential must be higher than the open
circuit potential (OCP), otherwise no current can circulate between the
electrodes;
• in the second region the silicon porosification continues and the porous
layer becomes very fragile;
• the third region is the so-called "electropolishing-region", where it
happens that the porous layer is no more there because the silicon
atoms are uniformly removed from the layer.
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2.1.2 Metal-assisted chemical etching
Metal-assisted chemical etching is an alternative way to produce PSi without
using any external current or voltage. The first demonstration of this method
for Si etching dates back to 1997, when PSi was fabricated starting from
an Al-coated silicon substrate immersed in a solution of HF, HNO3 and
H2O [39]. Reports on the use of metal-assisted chemical etching are also
present for GaAs, GaN and SiC [39]. This method uses the combined action
of noble metals like Al, Ag, Au, Pd, Pt, Fe or Au–Pd alloys, and a solution of
hydrofluoric acid and a mild oxidizing agent (such as H2O2, HNO3, KMnO4
or HClO4). The metals are deposited as films or nanoparticles in the silicon
surface and act as catalysts in the pores formation, accelerating the etching
eﬀect of the oxidizing agents. Depending on the conditions, the corrosion can
occur either immediately below the metal catalyst [40,41], giving a very good
spatial control, or also everywhere around it [42, 43]. Generally speaking, the
mechanism of the etching method can be described as follows [44]. Suppose to
have a MACE system where a silicon substrate is coated with a gold catalyst
film, and H2O2 has been used as the oxidizing agent. In this system, a hole is
injected from the metal into the silicon, oxidizing it according to the following
reaction:
H2O2 + 2H
+
Au
   ! 2H2O+ 2h+
The oxidized material reacts with hydrofluoric acid to form soluble silicon
hexafluoride and gaseous hydrogen. The etching reaction is reported hereafter,
while figure 2.4 represents the graphic scheme of the process.
Si + 4HF 2 + 2h
+ ! SiF2 6 + 2HF + H2
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Si
Au
H+
h+
H2SiF6HF
H2
H2O2 H2O
Figure 2.4: Graphic scheme of silicon etching according to metal-assisted
chemical etching.
Chapter 3
Organic and inorganic materials
to fill a porous matrix
In this chapter an overview on the materials that have been used to impregnate
the PSi matrix is presented, with a focus on their characteristics and properties
that led to their choice for this research. In section 3.1 some information on
the origin and the main properties of melanin is given; section 3.2 reports
the main characteristics of erbium, esccpecially when it is used to produce
a silicon-based photoluminescent structure; finally section 3.3 describes the
main properties of Ni with respect to the application studied here.
3.1 Melanin: an organic material for hybrid
photovoltaic heterojunctions
Melanin is a light-absorbing polymer commonly known as the dark pigment
that gives the colour to human skin, but it is also regarded by researchers
as one of the most enigmatic biopolymers existing in nature [45]. Several
classifications have been proposed for melanins; R. A. Nicolaus in 1964
suggested a classification of melanins into three main groups [46]: eumelanins,
pheomelanins and allomelanins. The first two groups include animal pigments,
while the latter includes dark non-nitrogenous pigments found in plants, fungi
and bacteria. A more recent definition has been proposed in 1995 by G.
13
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Figure 3.1: Chemical structures of the two main monomers of eumelanin,
DHI and DHICA, that have been used in this dissertation.
Prota [47] as the pigments formed by oxidation of tyrosine and related
metabolites within the cells. Both eumelanin and pheomelanin are present
to various degree in human skin and hair [48], but their origins are diﬀerent.
It is commonly accepted that eumelanin is a heterogeneous macromolecule
composed of the two main monomers DHI (5,6-dihydroxyindole) and DHICA
(5,6-dihydroxyindole-2-carboxylic acid) (figure 3.1), while pheomelanin is
another heterogeneous macromolecule derived from a more complex monomer
containing sulphur [49].
The two monomers DHI and DHICA can oxidize further, and each molecule
can also exist in various redox states, increasing the grade of disorder in
the polymeric structure [50]. The relative amount of the two monomers
depends upon whether considering natural or synthetic eumelanin [51]: it has
been demonstrated that the latter contains around 10% DHICA while the
natural version up to 50%. But, despite the huge knowledge about eumelanin
monomers, the shape of the polymerized melanin molecule is still under debate,
mainly due to the fact that it is insoluble in water over a broad pH range,
and that the constituent subunits are irregularly arranged and not easy to
purify [52]. The most accredited theory assumes that eumelanin is composed
of stacked oligomeric protomolecules, consisting of about 4 to 6 indolequinone
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units, as large as 15 to 20 Å and with an interplanar distance of 3.4Å;
this theory has been demonstrated through scanning electron microscopy
measurements by the group of G. W. Zajac [53]. In this study, the focus is
on eumelanin and on its optical and conductive properties, since this organic
material has been used as an absorbent material for photovoltaic applications.
Particularly interesting is the absorption spectrum of a eumelanin film; as
it is visible from figure 3.2, it is a broad-band, continuous and monotonic
absorption spectrum, more like an inorganic material than an organic one.
In fact, the curve can be fitted with a single exponential (as in the insert)
and the total absence of any peaks corresponding to transitions between
distinct electronic states and/or satellite vibronic states is visible. For this
characteristic, it has been proposed to describe melanin with a banded
semiconductor model, according to which every monomer has discrete energy
levels; as the monomers link together to form polymers, the energy levels
become denser and denser and close up to form continuous energy bands.
There exist the HOMO (Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital) and LUMO
(Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital) orbitals, that correspond to the top of
valence band and the bottom of conduction band in organic semiconductors,
respectively.
The most diﬀused theory to explain eumelanin absorption spectrum is related
to scattering; reference [55] reports that the natural pigment in particle form
must be characterized by Mie and Rayleigh scattering. The latter depends
from radiation wavelength as   4 and occurs when particles dimensions are
much lower than incident wavelength (e.g. tens of nanometers); according
with computational calculations [56] it should cause the stiﬀ increase of the
spectrum for   < 300 nm. The former, instead, happens when radiation inter-
acts with particles in the micron-range; it has no dependence on wavelength,
but can contribute to the melanin absorbance spectrum since it superimposes
a broad background on any absorption spectrum. However, it is worth to say
that the broad spectrum evolves during the oxidative coupling of precursors
such as DHICA or DHI [57], when the oxidative breakdown of the pigment
occurs [58], or when low molecular fraction are isolated [59]. In this disser-
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Figure 3.2: Monotonic, broad band UV-Visible absorption spectrum of a
synthetic film of eumelanin. In the insert, the fit with a single exponential
and the absence of distinct chromophoric peaks are visible [54].
tation, a contribution in the understanding of the polymerization of these
molecules and a study of a hybrid diﬀused heterojunction made of eumelanin
and PSi are presented [60,61].
3.2 Erbium: an inorganic material for silicon-
based photoluminescence devices
Erbium is one of the 17 elements that constitute the class of rare earths,
all of them characterized by three valence electrons. These elements come
predominantly from USA and China and, after their extraction, separation
and purification, they are commercialized as oxides, carbonates, chlorides,
fluorides, borides, hydroxides or as pure metals or alloys. The application fields
span from the production of computer and television screens, to optical fibers,
transistors [62] and rods for nuclear reactors [63]. Erbium is an interesting
material for the optical luminescent properties of its ions Er3+ when hosted
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in a non-centrosymmetric site, that are useful as active materials for laser.
In fact, Erbium-doped crystals can be used as optical amplifiers [64], where
ions are excited and then immediately decay from the excited state emitting
light at around   = 1.5 µm. For this reason, erbium could be used for the
production of optical fibers, whose most eﬀective transmission window is in
that wavelength range. Since optical fibers are prevalently made of silica
(SiO2), it would be convenient to industrialize hybrid devices made of Er and
silica, in order to put together the luminescent emission of the former with the
transmission properties of the latter. Silicon structures like silicon-rich-oxide
(SRO) are the most studied for these applications and are mainly fabricated
by chemical-vapor-deposition [65–67], where gaseous compounds like SiH4
and N2O are conveyed onto a hot silicon substrate, forming a silicon layer rich
in oxygen. These structures can be doped with rare earths (Er, Yb, Tb...)
by various methods as for instance ion implantation [68]. The activation of
the rare earth ions is obtained through a thermal treatment, which serves for
dopants diﬀusion inside the silicon structure. Their light emission properties at
room temperature have been demonstrated in reference [69]. Other interesting
structures are Er-doped silica nanoparticles produced by co-sputtering [70]
or ion implantation [71,72], that showed PL emission thanks to the strong
coupling between Si nanoparticles and ions Er3+ resulting from excitation
transfer from the broad-band absorbing silicon to the narrow-band rare-earth
emission. Thanks to the interaction between silica nanoparticles and erbium
ions, it is possible to excite these latter indirectly, which means that it is not
mandatory to use a pump wavelength corresponding to any of the principal
Er3+ absorption bands [73]. The excitation exchange mechanism between
silicon nanocrystals and erbium ions has been theoretically studied [74,75]
and can be generally schematized as in figure 3.3: an initial optical absorption
produces an exciton within the silicon that is then exchanged and goes
to excite and immediately deexcite the rare-earth ions. There is also an
upconversion step in which a rare-earth ion already in the 4I13/2 metastable
state is promoted to higher states by further interaction with an excited
silicon nanoparticle.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic mechanism for excitation exchange between silicon
nanocrystals and erbium ions. The process is schematized with numbered
arrows as follows: 1) an electron-hole pair is created by absorption of a
photon; 2) excitation exchange; 3) promotion of an electron from the ground
state of erbium to an unspecified excited state; 4) decay to the metastable
state; 5) upconversion; 6) emission of a photon with   = 1535 nm [76].
An alternative to silicon-rich-oxide for the developing of erbium-doped light-
emitting devices is PSi. Several works can be found in literature on this
topic [77–81], but the interest decreased after the discovery of erbium clustering
eﬀect that limits the PL emission [82]. Previous studies on Er-doped PSi
samples led us to the understanding of several aspects of the electrochemical
doping process [30, 83–86]. In this dissertation the electrochemical doping
process has been more thoroughly analysed, and it brought about a new
approach on the PSi:Er structures fabrication [87]. The details and the results
will be discussed in section 6.
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3.3 Nickel: an inorganic material for a better
understanding of porous matrices impreg-
nation
Nickel is a transition metal, with atomic number 28 and it appears like
a silvery-white metal with a slight golden tinge. Pure nickel can be very
reactive when in the form of powder, because the reactive exposed area is
maximized, or much less when in larger pieces, because the external surface
is passivated by the formation of a stable oxide layer. Because of this inert
behaviour, nickel has been largely used for electroless plating [88], coating
of chemistry equipment [89], and manufacturing alloys that retain a high
silvery polish [90]. Another important application of this material is as a
catalyst in many chemical reactions, which are of interest both preparatively
and industrially [91]. Nanoporous nickel has attracted great attention for its
applications in photonic materials [92], electrochemical capacitors [92] and
electrocatalysts for hydrogen [93–96] and oxygen evolution reactions [97–100].
Nanoporous nickel production requires electrochemical dealloying of Ni-Cu
systems under specific experimental conditions. The reason why nickel has
been used in this dissertation has no root in any industrial or chemical
application, but is the attempt of improving a protocol for analysis and
accurate reconstruction of nanoporous materials by atom probe tomography
(APT) [101] based on the expertise acquired studying the electrochemical
mechanisms of PSi pores filling with Er. In fact, nickel has been chosen to fill
PSi samples because it has an evaporation field close to that of Si, so this
multi-phase material behaves suﬃciently like a single-phase material during
the evaporation process at the basis of APT measurement to allow a correct
analysis of the results.
Part II
Methods
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Chapter 4
Fabrication and measurement
methods
This chapter describes the technical details about materials and methods
employed during fabrication, characterisation and measurements described
throughout the dissertation. The fabrication procedures of the PSi substrates
are treated in section 4.1, and include both the electrochemical etching and the
metal-assisted chemical etching. The methods adopted for the characterisation
of the substrates from the structural and morphological point of views are
reported in section 4.3. The measurements of photocurrent and PL of the
various analyzed samples are finally described in section 4.4.
4.1 Fabrication of the substrates
4.1.1 Electrochemical etching
PSi samples were prepared at the PoroSiLab of the University of Cagliari
starting from monocrystalline n-type phosphorous doped (100)-oriented silicon
wafers from Sil’tronix (Archamps Technopole, Archamps, France), cleaved in
1.5 cm per side squares. Two kinds of samples can be distinguished depending
on the pores dimensions:
• samples with pores diameter from 10 to 20 nm
21
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• samples with pores diameter from 40 to 60 nm
For the first type, Si wafers with a resistivity in the range from 3 to 7 mWcm
were used, and the electrochemical etching has been carried out in the dark
using a solution of HF/H2O/EtOH 15:15:70 in volume. A constant current
density of 200mAcm 2 was applied for 25 s. The thickness of the resulting
porous layer was then around 1.3 µm.
For the second type of samples, a slightly lower dopant concentration was
needed (resistivity from 15 to 18 mWcm) in order to obtain larger pores. The
porous layers fabricated with these substrates were etched following a prelim-
inary lithographic step that has been developed as a part of my thesis work
and for which a patent application has been submitted [102]. The method,
called Electrochemical Nanolithography (ENL), is a lithographic pro-
cess aimed at the fabrication of controlled roughness on the Si surface using
only standard electrochemical processes. Thanks to this controlled roughness,
ENL allows the control of pores density, size homogeneity and distribution
order by simply adjusting the electrochemical parameters used during the
ENL step. ENL consists in the fabrication of a sacrificial double layer that
serves to leave indentations in the silicon surface after being dissolved with
aqueous NaOH solution. Surface indentations act as seeds for the formation
of a new porous layer, whose morphological characteristics depend on the
parameters chosen for their fabrication, while the pore density, distribution
order and size homogeneity are controlled by ENL. A detailed explanation
of the process will be reported in the results section, in paragraph 5.2. The
electrochemical parameters used in this dissertation for the sacrificial double
layer of the ENL samples were:
• HF/H2O/EtOH 25:25:50 solution, 600mAcm 2 for the first layer;
• HF/H2O/EtOH 22:22:56 solution, 800mAcm 2 for the second layer;
The third final layer has been produced using the same electrochemical
parameters of the second layer since this set of parameters was well adapted
to the fabrication of pores with characteristics suitable for this study. The
duration of the etching has been calibrated in order to produce the same
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thickness as that of the samples fabricated with the standard electrochemical
etching, that is about 1.3 µm.
For both the PSi layer types, the potential source was a PARSTAT 2273
potentiostat from Princeton Applied Research (Oak Ridge, TN, USA). To
perform the electrochemical etching, a conventional home-made two-electrode
cell was used: the Si substrate represented the working electrode and was
located at the bottom of the cell, while a platinum cylindrical grid placed close
to the bottom of the cell constituted the counter electrode. The electrical
contact with the Si consisted in an inox disc, and the exposed geometrical area
of the electrode was about 0.6 cm2 (diameter 0.9 cm). The various components
of the cell are schematically shown in figure 2.1 of section 2.1.1.
4.1.2 Metal-assisted chemical etching
Metal-assisted chemical etching is the alternative technique for PSi fabrication
that has been used at CNRS-ICMPE labs located in Thiais, France. In this
case, double-polished crystalline (100)-oriented silicon wafers, with thicknesses
in the range 250 µm to 280 µm, have been used. The wafers, that were n-type
highly phosphorous-doped, with a resistivity in the range 1 to 5 mWcm, have
been cleaved in squares 1 cm side substrates and cleaned for 20min with
piranha solution (96-97% H2SO4/30% H2O2 3:1 in volume) to remove organic
traces. After being rinsed with abundant ultrapure water, the samples have
been immersed for 5 minutes in HF 1 M to remove surface oxides and to
hydrogenate the Si surface. To activate the metal-assisted chemical etching,
a pattern of metal nanoparticles must be deposited, since the metal acts as
a cathalytic agent in the etching process by the oxidizing solution. Metal
nanoparticles have been produced in two diﬀerent ways:
• by immersing the sample in a aqueous solution of 1 mmol H2PtCl6 and
90mmol HF for 2min;
• by sputtering the sample with a 10 nm layer of Ag and then annealing
it for 20min at 275  C in Ar atmosphere.
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The etching has been performed just after the metallization by immersing
the samples for 20min in an HF/H2O2 aqueous solution, where [HF]=1,21 M
and [H2O2]=0,21 M, so setting a ratio:
⇢ =
[HF ]
[HF ] + [H2O2]
(4.1)
of 0,75 for all the etching procedures.
4.2 Impregnation of the substrates
All the impregnations of PSi matrices have been carried out at the PoroSiLab.
Diﬀerent materials have been used to impregnate the samples: the chemical
filling of the pores with melanin is described in 4.2.1, while the electrochemical
impregnation processes with erbium and nickel are treated in 4.2.2 and 4.2.3,
respectively.
4.2.1 Porous silicon filling with melanin
Polymerization of melanin inside the samples pores was carried out using
Ammonia-Induced Solid State Polymerization (AISSP) procedure reported
in [103]. The impregnation starts by dissolving a given amount of DHI
monomer in a given volume of EtOH. In this dissertation, the eﬀect of several
concentrations has been explored: 8, 16 and 24 mgmL 1. Then, a drop of
the monomer solution is deposited on the sample and distributed uniformly
on the porous top surface by spin coating for 3 minutes. This has the double
eﬀect of favoring the penetration of the DHI solution within the pores and
of forming a homogenous thin organic layer on the top of the sample. Once
impregnated, the samples were exposed to NH3 atmosphere for the AISSP
oxidation of the molecules and therefore for the polymerization of DHI. The
duration of this process was 15 minutes.
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4.2.2 Porous silicon doping with erbium
PSi samples were electrochemically doped with erbium using an ethanoic
0.11M solution of Er(NO3)3 5H2O salt. Before the beginning of the process,
the samples were let in contact with the solution for one minute under slow
stirring, in order to facilitate the solution exchange at the external surface of
the PSi layer. The electrochemical doping was carried out in constant current
mode, applying 1mA for diﬀerent times, depending on the amount of erbium
it was supposed to deposit in the PSi matrix. The chosen doping times were
30, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300 s, corresponding to Er amounts of 1.2, 4.0, 6.0,
8.0, 10.0, 12.0 %, respectively. Since there is always a gradient in the erbium
content inside the porous matrixes, these values refer to the content towards
the external surface. Once the electrochemical impregnation is finished, the
cell must be immediately empty in order to prevent the Er-ions to go back to
the bulk solution; then, after removing the sample from the cell, it must be
carefully and quickly rinsed with distilled water, again to avoid the removal
of the erbium from the pores.
4.2.3 Porous silicon filling with nickel
The electrochemical filling of PSi with nickel has been performed using the so-
called "Watts bath" containing NiCl2 45 g L 1, NiSO4 300 g L 1 and H3BO4
45 g L 1. To achieve an optimal filling of the pores, the electrochemical Ni
deposition process was performed by pulsed electrodeposition: current density
pulses at  1.6mAcm 2 were applied for 5 s separated by a 5 s delay at zero
current for 120 cycles.
4.3 Structural characterization
Structural and chemical characterization of the samples have been done in
research centers other than University of Cagliari. In particular, SEM and
SEM-EDS analysis on Er-doped PSi samples have been carried out at KAUST
thanks to the collaboration with the group of A. Falqui, while the same kind
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of analysis on MACE nanostructured PSi filled with melanin has been done
at CNRS-ICMPE (Paris) by the group of S. Bastide; the structural analysis
of ENL samples, both in plane view and in cross section, have been performed
with the SEM at INRIM by the group of L. Boarino. All the details about
SEM analysis are reported in section 4.3.1. Both Er-doped and Ni-filled
PSi samples have been analyzed by tomography at Minatec of Grenoble, as
reported in 4.3.2.
4.3.1 SEM
Er-doped PSi samples were analyzed by using a Zeiss Merlin scanning electron
microscope, equipped with a Schottky field emission gun, a Raith pattern
generator, an Oxford EDS X-Max SDD detector with an area of 80mm2 and
the AzTecEnergy EDS analysis software. To collect both the EDS elemental
maps and spectra, the microscope operated at an acceleration voltage of 15 kV
and a beam current of 5.5 nA. EDS quantitative analysis was performed by
using a ZAF standardless method. The X-Ray peaks chosen for both the
EDS mapping and quantitative analysis were the O K, Si K and the Er L,
respectively. The same microscope has been used to collect SEM image of
the samples surface and that of the PSi layers in cross sectional view, using
the secondary electron (SE) signal. In this case, the microscope acceleration
voltage was 4 kV and the beam current 300 pA. SEM images and SEM-EDS
analysis of MACE samples filled with melanin were obtained with a Merlin
FEG microscope from Zeiss, equipped with AZtec systems (EDS Advanced,
HKL Advanced Nordlys Nano, Oxford Instruments). The morphological
characterization of ENL samples was carried out using a Field Emission Gun
SEM (FEI Inspect F).
4.3.2 Electron tomography
ET analysis have been carried on PSi with erbium as a collection of a series
of scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images. In particular,
needles with a diameter of few hundreds nanometers have been extracted
by the samples using a focused ion beam (FIB) FEI Strata instrument.
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The extraction from the sample has been performed after being protected
with a layer of tetraethyl orthosilicate, glued at the top of a tip and finally
inserted in the transmission electron microscope (TEM). The acquisitions
have been performed either on a FEI Titan Ultimate TEM or on a FEI Themis
TEM, working in scanning mode (STEM) with a high angle annular dark
field (HAADF) detector, in order to both prevent from the diﬀraction that
could limit the reliability of the sample volume reconstruction and enhance
the contrast due to the atomic number diﬀerence between Si and Er. The
acceleration voltage during the acquisition was 80 kV to limit the damage
to the PSi structure. During the acquisition, the samples were tilted over
a 180° tilt range, with a constant tilt step of 1°. The 181 acquired images
(projections) have been analyzed with a dedicated algorithm to reconstruct
the needle volume, after a fine alignment between the needle projections
and the tilt axis, according to the procedure reported in [104]. Moreover, a
non-rigid alignment has been used to correct the possible sample deformation
that may occur during the needle tomography series acquisition and may
lead to deformation-related artifacts during the 3D-reconstruction [105]. A
Matlab-based custom-made software has been used for projection denoising,
alignment and reconstruction of the samples volume.
4.4 Samples measurements
4.4.1 Photocurrent measurements
Photocurrent measurements on PSi samples with melanin were carried out to
evaluate the device properties. In order to perform these measurements, a
metallic contact was prior deposited on the samples top surface: in particular,
a semitransparent gold layer was sputtered with an Emitech K450 on a portion
of the impregnated surface, concentrically; the back contact, was obtained
with a little drop of silver paste directly on the bulk silicon, previously
scratched in order to remove the native oxide layer. To illuminate the samples,
a white light source (tungsten halogen lamp) was focused on the samples
surface by means of an optical fiber and of a microscope objective to a circular
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area with a diameter of 0.4 cm. Both dark and white light photocurrent
measurements have been done, and a series of long-pass filters was used to
observe the spectral response in the UV-Vis range (305 nm to 830 nm). The
measurement of the produced photocurrent was done using either a Keithley
(Keithley Instruments, Cleveland, OH, USA) 6487 or 2450 SMU multimeter
according to the experimental needs.
4.4.2 Photoluminescence measurements
Continuous-wave photoluminescence
PL measurements on Er-doped PSi samples have been carried out at room
temperature in continuous wave mode. A diode-pump solid-state laser, with
an excitation wavelength of 532 nm, an excitation power of 770mW and a
spot size of about 200 µm has been used. The optical emission from the
samples was dispersed by a 30 cm focal length Acton spectrometer, equipped
with a 75 groves/mm grating blazed at 1200 nm; the detector was an InGaAs
Andor line CCD.
Time-resolved photoluminescence
Time-resolved PL measurements on the same kind of samples, instead,
have been done employing a pulsed regenerative amplifier as light source
(Quantronix Integra, 100 fs pulse duration, 1 kHz repetition rate, 1mJ ener-
gy/pulse, 800 nm in wavelength). For the detection, the same spectrometer
used for continuous wave measurements has been used, but the light was
directed to a second output port equipped with a Hamamatsu InGaAs fast
photomultiplier, used in current mode and whose signal detected with a
Tektronix GHz oscilloscope.
Spatially-resolved photoluminescence
Micro-PL measurements and mappings were done at room temperature using
a Horiba LabRAM HR spectrometer. A laser of 2mW power and 633 nm
wavelength was focused with a 100x Leica objective (numerical aperture
0.9). The spectrometer was equipped with a 150 grooves/mm grating and
an InGaAs array. Due to long acquisition times, a background spectrum was
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systematically subtracted.
Part III
Results and discussion
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Chapter 5
Porous silicon impregnated with
melanin
In this chapter, the results obtained on a hybrid heterojunction between PSi
and eumelanin are presented. In particular, we will describe in 5.1 the adopted
strategies to improve the interface stability between eumelanin and PSi in
10 nm-diameter PSi samples. Section 5.3 is dedicated to the enhancement
of the junction stability that has been obtained thanks to the introduction
of a new method of PSi fabrication, whose pores diameter is about 50 nm.
Finally, in section 5.4 is reported the attempt to produce a similar hybrid
heterojunction using eumelanin to fill nanostructured porous silicon obtained
by MACE.
5.1 Thin-pores samples with eumelanin
This hybrid heterojunction with photovoltaic properties has been proposed
in 2012 by Mula et al. [106] using n-type PSi and eumelanin. The latter is
a natural pigment characterized by a relatively high proton-based electrical
conductivity [54] and a dark colour, and it behaves like a p-type semiconductor;
for those reasons, a p-n junction can be produced if eumelanin is inserted
into the n-type PSi. An increase of the optical absorption range with respect
to Si and to the bare PSi has been found after the insertion of the organic
31
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Figure 5.1: Normalized photocurrent measurements on one eumelanin-
impregnated PSi sample, obtained in three diﬀerent days.
material in the PSi matrix. In particular, the eﬀect of the eumelanin presence
is visible in the near-infrared region, where the absorption capability of silicon
is weak. Some improvement in the optimization of this hybrid heterojunction
have been made [107], but several issues remained to be solved. Among them,
temporal stability is one of the first that needs to be addressed. To have
more eﬃcient and stable PSi-eumelanin devices, it is important to have a
better understanding of the molecular mechanisms that occur during the
polymerization process and to improve the adhesion between organic and
inorganic parts in the interface.
To investigate the junction temporal stability, the photocurrent produced
by a eumelanin-impregnated PSi sample has been measured for several days,
according to the methodology described in 4.4.1. Figure 5.1 shows the typical
behaviour of a thin-pores PSi sample impregnated with eumelanin. From now
on, this type of sample will be referred to as standard sample. The graph shows
that, after one day from the sample fabrication, the measured photocurrent
is reduced by more than one half with respect to the first measurement, and
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it is around zero after one week. The possible explanations for this behaviour
could be likely linked to phenomena taking place during the polymerization,
the organic/inorganic interface formation and/or within the polymer itself
once the polymerization process is finished. These can aﬀect both the polymer
conductivity and the Si/polymer interface resistance. In order to achieve
a better understanding of the mechanisms involved in the hybrid material
fabrication steps and to improve the junction durability, we investigated the
PSi/eumelanin interface and the polymerization process. The insuﬃcient
formation of stable chemical bonds between PSi and eumelanin can lead to
the formation of an unstable interface; in fact, a typical phenomenon that
happens during polymerization is the volume contraction with respect to the
volume occupied by the initial monomers. This is a general problem that can
has relevant consequences for the applications involved, for example in case of
orthodontic resin [108]. In this eventuality, a partial detachment between the
organic and inorganic parts of the junction could occur, leading to a reduction
of photocurrent generation. To investigate what parameter was more relevant
in the interface formation and lifetime, we modified several parameters,
namely the amount of SiO2 at the interface, the monomer distribution in
the impregnation solution and finally the average pore diameter. This latter
aspect required a dedicated study for an optimal fabrication process and will
be described in paragraph 5.2. The first step was a light electrochemical
oxidation of the porous inner surface, since the presence of SiO2 is expected
to favour the chemical bond of DHI to the surface thanks to a better aﬃnity
of the organic monomer with silica. It is reported in literature that a thin
oxide layer can enhance the photovoltaic properties in hybrid silicon/organic
devices [109–113]. This oxidation has to be carefully calibrated since, if in
excess, it would block the charge transfer between the two materials, canceling
the photovoltaic behaviour. Since the electrochemical oxidation process is
mainly governed by the transferred charge, we chose a constant current
approach using a  2mA current and a 0.1 M KNO3 ethanoic solution. The
oxidation grade was calculated as follows: an oxidation of 50 at% (measured
by SEM-EDS) is obtained in a constant current process for a process duration
corresponding to the time needed to reach the maximum applied voltage of
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Figure 5.2: Normalized photocurrent measurements on one slightly oxidized
eumelanin-impregnated PSi sample, obtained in three diﬀerent days. The
oxidation of the PSi matrix has been done electrochemically before the impreg-
nation with eumelanin.
the available potentiostat (10V). Using this reference, the oxidation of the
inner PSi samples in this case was about 3%; direct measurement of the oxide
thickness on the pore walls has not been done because, given the complex
structure of the pores, it is a result hard to achieve even with state-of-the-art
techniques and beyond the scope of this research. In figure 5.2 we report
the typical behaviour of a hybrid sample where a slight oxidation has been
performed before the impregnation. A small improvement in the junction
stability is visible: in the first two days the photocurrent drops by 40%, while
it was 60% in the case of the standard samples. Moreover, one week after the
sample fabrication, photocurrent was still 15% of the initial value, while in
the previous case the photocurrent values after one week were almost zero.
This result implies that while the interface clearly plays a role and is aﬀected
by the chemical details during the fabrication process, it does not seems to
be the key parameter in our methodology.
The second approach used to improve the temporal stability was based on
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Figure 5.3: Normalized photocurrent measurements on one PSi sample filled
with a mixed solution of DHI and DHICA, obtained in three diﬀerent days.
the modification of the organic part of the junction. In particular, a solution
containing DHI and DHICA in equal parts was used to impregnate the PSi
matrices. The reason at the base of this choice was once again to improve the
chemical bonds between the two parts of the hybrid junction. Since DHICA
has a molecule similar to DHI but with a carboxylic group –COOH, this
additional part can act as an anchor with the porous walls through oxygen
bridges, as it happens in other hybrid photovoltaic systems [114]. The typical
behaviour of the samples impregnated with the DHI/DHICA mix is presented
in figure 5.3.
Despite the expectations, the addition of DHICA to the monomer solutions
did not lead to a stabilization of the junction. The only diﬀerence with respect
to the case of the standard sample was the slight improvement in long term
photocurrent values: after eight days from the sample realization, it was
possible to measure low but not zero photocurrent, as was the case of oxidized
samples (figure 5.2). Once again, even if the parameter we modified shows
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Figure 5.4: Absorbance spectra evolution of a solution made with 0.5mg of
DHI dissolved in 1mL EtOH.
some positive eﬀect on the improvement of the junction photovoltaic lifetime,
it still does not give a strong indication of being a key parameter.
Since the two parameters we checked did not give satisfactory results in
terms of lifetime improvement, it was evident that we needed to resort to
a wider strategy to solve the issue. We therefore decided to investigate the
polymerization process using a combined experimental and computational
approach. This part has been done in collaboration with two computational
groups of the Physics Department of the University of Cagliari: the team of
G. Cappellini contributed to the understanding of melanin optical properties,
while L. Colombo’s group studied its electronic and structural characteristics.
Polymerization of DHI is still a matter of debate and many research groups
are working on deciphering the chemical structure of the eumelanin molecule
that is formed during polymerization [115–120]. In the optic to shed light
on the DHI polymerization process, the evolution of the absorbance spectra
of an air-equilibrated solution of DHI in EtOH was measured and compared
with the absorbance simulated spectra of several tetramers that literature
reports as the most probable models for the polymerization of DHI.
In particular, the absorbance of three diﬀerent concentrated solutions was
studied:
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• 0.25mg DHI dissolved in 1mL of EtOH
• 0.50mg DHI dissolved in 1mL of EtOH
• 1.00mg DHI dissolved in 1mL of EtOH
and the spectra were recorded every 30min from the preparation of the solution
to 420min, except from the third one that was studied for 360min because the
absorption was very strong from the beginning and made impossible to record
absorption spectra for delays longer than 360 min. Since the evolution of the
absorbance spectra was the same for all the diﬀerent concentrations, it has
been decided to report here only the absorption spectra of the 0.5mgmL 1
concentrated solution, because it has the best signal-to-noise ratio (figure 5.4).
In order to emphasize the absorbance evolution of the diﬀerent peaks, the
absorbance variation at three diﬀerent wavelengths was studied (figure 5.5):
• 330 nm, that is the position of a shoulder in the UV range;
• 460 nm, that is the position of the most visible peak;
• 780 nm, that is the position of the broad peak in the NIR range.
In particular, in figure 5.5 (a) the absorbance variation with respect to its
initial value at the given wavelength and normalized with respect to the
maximum increase for each curve is reported; in figure 5.5 (b) is shown the
absorbance increase in each step, normalized with respect to the maximum
positive value for each curve. From the analysis it is clear that the peaks at
diﬀerent wavelengths have diﬀerent behaviours: the band at 330 nm increases
faster than the other two, and the peak at 780 nm reaches its maximum and
starts to decrease while other bands are still increasing. Moreover, if the
peaks at 330 nm and 780 nm reach their maximum approximately at the same
time, the peak at 460 nm reaches its maximum a little later. This evolution
can be associated to the polymerization process of the DHI that is occurring
in the ethanoic solution.
To better understand these results, it is useful to make a comparison with what
is reported on reference [120] about DHI polymerization in aqueous buﬀer:
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Figure 5.5: Analysis of the absorbance evolution for three diﬀerent significant
wavelengths. (a) Normalized absorbance evolution. (b) Absorbance increase
every 30min, normalized to the maximum positive value for each curve.
under such condition, during the polymerization of DHI there is the formation
of broadly visible chromophores at around 560 nm, that was attributed to a
mixture of dimers or higher level oligomers. In the same way, it is possible to
say that the three bands shown in the experiments reported herein correspond
to the formation of dimers or oligomers from the DHI monomers. Then,
we can conclude that DHI polymerizes also in an air-equilibrated organic
medium and that there is the formation of some more defined chromophoric
species with respect to the same process in an aqueous medium. It could be
possible that the species that absorbs at 780 nm is an unstable precursor of
the one that absorbs at 460 nm, but no further experiments have been done
to demonstrate this hypothesis. The fact that the main chromophore persists
more in ethanol than in water could be related to the stronger solvation eﬀects
in organic solvents, which limits the aggregation and precipitation of dark
material.
The experimental results have been compared with tetramer models that have
been taken from literature as the possible molecules that form during the
polymerization of DHI. Actually, the possible variety of isomers that populate
each oligomer level is extremely wide [54,57,121,122], and they can also diﬀer in
their redox state. This means that, for each DHI monomer unit, it can exist the
catechol form as well as the 2-electrons oxidation state (5,6– indolequinone, IQ)
and its tautomers, the quinoneimine (QI) and the quinonemethide (QM) [123].
The structural variety of the molecules contributes to the molecular disorder of
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Figure 5.6: Polymerization scheme where the oxidative coupling of DHI leads
to isolated 2,4’ dimer and 2,4’:2’,4” trimer and model tetramer (Model 1) [60].
eumelanin, while the diﬀerent oxidation levels of each molecule contribute to
its electronic disorder. Since disorder from both molecular and electronic origin
contribute to the overall properties of eumelanin, disorder control is a good
approach to gain control over the eumelanin polymerization process [122].
The model tetramer used for the computational part of this research is
2,4’:2’,4":2",4’"-tetraindolyl (Model 1) and the polymerization path that
brings to that model is reported in figure 5.6.
According to this scheme, the formation of the final tetramer is the result of
the progressive coupling of a DHI monomer with the 2,4’-dimer, obtained by
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Figure 5.7: Diﬀerent oxidation states of the model tetramer called Model 1.
The characteristics are the following: Model 1-a (2-electron oxidation, 1 C=O
group); Model 1-b (2-electron oxidation, 2 C=O groups); Model 1-c (6-electron
oxidation, 4 C=O groups); Model 1-d (8-electron oxidation, 6 C=O groups).
the oxidation of the monomer, and then with the 2,4’:2’,4"-terindolyl trimer.
Among the possible tetramers proposed in literature for eumelanin building
block, it has been chosen Model 1 as the result of a compromise between
the need for a suﬃcient level of molecular complexity and the computational
costs associated with higher oligomers. Moreover, the absence of specific
symmetry properties and its origin from major isolated DHI-based oligomers
have been considered to make this choice. Density-Functional Theory, using
the plane-wave Quantum Expresso package with the PBE (Perdew, Burke
and Ernzerhof, [124, 125]) exchange correlation function, has been used by
L. Colombo’s group to investigate the formation and stacking energies of
Model 1 as a function of its oxidative states (figure 5.7). The four diﬀerent
oxidation states correspond to two tautomers of the putative two-electron
oxidation product, one tautomer for the six-electron oxidation product and
one tautomer for the eight-electron oxidation product.
The formation energies and the stacking energies of all the four molecules
have been calculated in vacuum and for two diﬀerent solvents, where the
choice of methanol as a solvent was guided by the need to be closer to the
experimental condition of dissolving DHI in ethanol. The results are reported
in table 5.1.
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Formation energy (eV) Stacking energy (eV)
Model vacuum methanol water vacuum methanol water
1-a (one =O) -0.56 -0.12 0.67 -1.52 -1.08 -0.89
1-b (two =O) -0.26 0.35 0.74 -1.22 -1.01 -0.78
1-c (four =O) -1.20 -0.07 0.92 -1.75 -1.22 -0.88
1-d (six =O) -1.46 -0.20 0.91 -2.01 -1.76 -1.21
Table 5.1: Formation and stacking energies of tetrameric Model 1 in the four
oxidation states of figure 5.7 and for three diﬀerent environments (vacuum,
methanol and water).
Formation energies (FE) have been calculated as the diﬀerence between the
tetramer energy and the sum of the monomeric energies, according to the
formula 5.1:
FE = Etetramer + 3EH2  
X
monomer
Emonomer (5.1)
where EH2 is the energy of the molecular hydrogen released in the reaction.
The results show that formation energies in vacuum are always lower than in
solvents and that they vary depending on the solvent used as polymerization
environment, taken into account by considering the dielectric permittivity of
the medium. In particular, a decrease of molecular stability when passing from
methanol (✏ = 32.7) to water (✏ = 80.1) has been found, so that one structure
is not stable in methanol and none of them is stable in water. Stacking energies
(SE) have been calculated because stacking is the hypothesized aggregation
method for DHI polymerization to form the final eumelanin molecule. Using
formula 5.2:
SE = E2tetramers   2Esingletetramer (5.2)
negative values have been found for every model and for all the environments,
demonstrating that these molecules naturally tend to bind to each other via
⇡   ⇡ stacking. Moreover, the adhesion energy (AE) on a flat (100)-oriented
silicon surface has been calculated for the Model 1 in the four oxidation states,
according to the formula 5.3:
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AE = Esystem  
X
components
Ecomponents (5.3)
where Esystem and Ecomponents are the energy of the composite system and
the energy of the single components (non-interacting surface and molecule),
respectively. The results are reported in table 5.2 and, once again, the higher
is the number of C=O groups, the stronger is the adhesion between the
molecule and the Si surface, probably because there are a more eﬃcient
⇡-electron overlap and a greater polarization by resonance eﬀects.
Adhesion energy (eV)
Model 1-a (one C=O) -5.37
Model 1-b (two C=O) -6.73
Model 1-c (four C=O) -7.85
Model 1-d (six C=O) -10.99
Table 5.2: Adhesion energies of tetrameric Model 1 in the four electronic
configurations of figure 5.7.
Since for Model 1-d the lower stacking energy has been obtained, it means that
the higher is the oxidation state of the molecule the higher is the probability of
stacking during the polymerization process, at least among the oligomers that
have been analyzed in this research. For this reason, Model 1-d has been also
used to calculate the absorption spectra to be compared with the experimental
curve and to understand if structures related to the model tetramer may
be responsible for the optical behaviour of DHI oxidation reported in figure
5.4. The comparison between the experimental absorption data for DHI
polymerization in EtOH and the calculated one for Model 1-d is presented in
figure 5.8.
Even if at first sight the appearance is strongly diﬀerent, some common
features must be evidenced. Unfortunately, the maximum peak found for
Model 1-d does not correspond to a maximum in the experimental absorption,
but the aﬃnities are several. First of all, Model 1 exhibits three peaks at
very close wavelengths to the three peaks previously taken into account for
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Model 1-d
Figure 5.8: Comparison between calculated spectra for Model 1-d (blue line)
and the experimental absorption of a 0.25mgmL 1 ethanoic solution of DHI
(red line) after 600min.
the analysis of the absorbance evolution with time, even if the intensities
are not in the same proportion. Moreover, the spectral shape of Model 1-d
in the UV and in the central part of the visible range is very similar to the
experimental one. In table 5.3 is reported a more detailed list of the local
maxima, minima, and shoulders found in the experimental curve and in the
calculated one for Model 1-d. Furthermore, these results are compared with
those of one of the most studied hypothetical model porphyrin-type cyclic
tetramer (PT) proposed by Kaxiras and coworkers [126, 127], in order to
validate the computational methodology.
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N. Exp. (nm) Model 1-d (nm) PT (nm)
1 210 (LM) 217 (LM) 213 (LM)
2 220 (LM) 226 (LM) 220 (S)
- - - 226 (Lm)
3 230 (LM) 238 (LM) 240 (LM)
4 250 (Lm) 249 (LM) 259 (LM)
5 277 (S) 263-275 (S) 270 (LM)
6 298 (LM) 281 (LM) 292 (S)
- - 292 (Lm) 305 (Lm)
7 305 (LM) 317 (LM) 319 (LM)
8 322 (S) 330 (S) 325 (S)
9 340 (S) 340 (S) 340 (S)
- - 367 (LM) 355 (Lm)
- - - 384 (S)
10 400 (Lm) 392 (Lm) -
- - - 410 (LM)
- - - 453 (Lm)
12 456 (LM) 445 (LM) -
- - - 485 (LM)
13 500 (S) 511 (LM) -
- - - 550 (S)
14 612 (S) 575 (S) 617 (LM)
15 700 (S) 690 (LM) 700 (S)
- - - 800 (LM)
Table 5.3: Comparison of the position in wavelength of the main structures
of the absorption curves studied in this dissertation: the experimental data
(Exp.), the absorption of Model 1-d and the one of the porphyrin-type tetramer
(PT). In the table, "N." stands for the ordinal of the spectral structure, "LM"
stands for local maximum, "Lm" stands for local minimum and "S" stands
for shoulder.
Considering a certain degree of tolerance in identifying the position of the
peaks, 14 out of 15 possible matches have been found between the experimental
data and the Model 1-d, while only 6 correspondences have been found for
the PT model. This point is very important because it allows to support the
hypothesis that Model 1 tetramer could be one of the possible final molecule
derived by DHI polymerization [128].
The modern investigation techniques and the complexity of the materials
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involved do not allow to look more deeply at the interface of the PSi-melanin
heterojunction. To make up for the absence of experimental techniques, the
polymer behaviour at the interface with a Si surface has been studied with
a computational approach by our collaborator of L. Colombo’s group of the
University of Cagliari. The aim of the computational study was to elucidate
how the interface aﬀects polymer structural features, reaching an atomic
resolution that is hardly obtainable in experiments. The computational
technique that has been adopted is the model potential molecular dynamics
(MPDP), since it allows the analysis of the adhesion of eumelanin on silicon,
building a realistic system of tens of nanometers. Starting from the results
obtained in the analysis of the process of formation and adhesion of a single
tetrameric molecule on silicon with diﬀerent oxidation states reported above,
the following study is focused on the two tetrameric protomolecules with the
best formation and adhesion energies. The two molecules, shown in figure
5.9 and mentioned hereafter as model 1 (left side of Figure 5.9) and model 2
(right side of Figure 5.9), are respectively the experimentally characterized
molecule from Panzella et al. [128] and the structure from Kaxiras et al. [126].
The model 2 has never been isolated experimentally, but it has been used
here as a representative example of a possible flat oligomer in the eumelanin
polymer, as opposed to the linear and more flexible model 1.
The analyzed physical system was formed by a silicon (100) 25 × 25 substrate
and a number of 5400 protomolecules of either model 1 or model 2. The
atoms were 311 600 in total for each sample. At first, the molecules were
randomly placed in a region above the substrate and then let them move
toward it with an initial velocity of 0.001Å fs 1. The system was then let
to evolve for 106 time-steps until all the molecules were deposited. Finally,
a further 106 time-steps constant-temperature run was performed in order
to estimate the system stability at finite temperature. During this last step,
the density profile and root-mean-square displacement were sampled. This
multi-step approach is intended to reproduce the experimental spin coating
procedure used to generate uniform hybrid films [129], that we used also in
this dissertation (section 4.2.1). The substrate temperature was kept at room
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Figure 5.9: Eumelanin tetramers used for the computational study: Model 1,
on the left, taken from [128], and Model 2, taken from [126] works.
temperature (300K), and the silicon layer was fixed in order to mimic an
infinitely deep substrate. An image of the two studied systems is shown in
figure 5.10.
To prove the samples stability, the root-mean-square displacement of the
molecules with respect to the substrate obtained at the end of the stabilization
of the system has been calculated for each model. In both cases, an almost
constant value is quickly reached: this demonstrates the overall stability of the
system at 300K at least for 500 ps, that is probably due to the combination
of the strong covalent bonding between the single molecules and the substrate
and the strong dispersive intermolecular attractive interaction. In particular,
the surface coverage was estimated to be larger than 75% in both cases,
and the average distance between adjacent molecules was around 0.32 nm.
Besides sample stability, the possible eﬀect of the Si substrate on the final
polymeric film has been investigated by calculating the polymer density as a
function of the distance from the silicon interface. The results are reported in
figure 5.11: continuous lines are the calculated densities for the two analyzed
samples, while dotted lines correspond to the mass density equilibrium values
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Figure 5.10: Schematic representation of the eumelanin-silicon interface
formed upon the deposition process described in the text.
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Figure 5.11: Time evolution of the root-mean-square displacements for the
two models considered (left-side); polymer mass density profile as a function
of the distance perpendicular to the interface where z < 1.2nm corresponds
to the silicon substrate (right-side).
without the substrate. From the graph it is visible that polymer density
increases dramatically for z < 1.3 nm, which is close to the silicon substrate:
it is probably due to the strong interaction between molecule and substrate.
For 1.3 nm < z < 5 nm, the density is generally larger than bulk, and this
means that the presence of the silicon substrate unavoidably aﬀects the local
properties of the polymeric film in a non-negligible spatial region as large as
4-5 nm beyond the interface.
The pores of the standard samples have an average diameter in the range
10-15 nm; according to the computational results shown in figure 5.11, then,
the majority of the polymer volume inside the pore is strongly aﬀected by
the silicon interface. The comparison of the computational results with the
characteristics of our samples is important to find a possible explanation
for the fast degradation that we showed above in terms of photocurrent
production. This phenomenon could have origin in the polymerization of
DHI inside the pores. It is known that, during the polymerization process,
there is the production of hydrogen peroxide [130, 131]; unfortunately, the
H2O2 is a strong oxidant for the Si surface, so it gradually transforms the
pores inner surface in an insulating layer, decreasing and eventually stopping
the photocurrent generation. Diﬀerences in the polymer density may aﬀect
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Figure 5.12: Scheme of the diﬀerent eumelanin structures within the silicon
pores depending on the pores diameter.
the H2O2 diﬀusion inside the pores during the polymerization process. If
considering our standard samples, whose pores are quite thin, it could be that
the hydrogen peroxide molecules diﬀuse quickly toward the interface between
silicon and eumelanin. As a consequence, the oxidation of the silicon walls is
fast and we observe it as a rapid degradation of the photocurrent properties.
On the contrary, we can hypothesize that a significative increase of the pores
diameter should modify the polymer behaviour. A schematic of the proposed
interpretation of the polymer behaviour is shown in figure 5.12. For samples
with larger pores, in fact, the diﬀusion of the H2O2 molecules toward the
organic/inorganic interface may be slower, because they tend more to stay
where the polymer density is lower. As a consequence, the oxidation of the
silicon walls and the consequent degradation of the photovoltaic properties of
the sample would be slower.
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5.2 Electrochemical Nanolithography for larger
pores fabrication
To verify the assumption that pores diameter would aﬀect the polymer
behaviour, we fabricated PSi samples with larger pores, and repeated the
study on the stability of the samples impregnated with melanin made with
thin-pores samples. Moreover, a porous structure with larger pores should
improve the mobility of the solution and could help to improve the pores
impregnation with the organic material. However, obtaining porous silicon
samples with larger pores is not trivial, since pores diameter depends on the
electrochemical parameters, like anodic etching current and HF concentration
of the etching solution, but also to the Si doping level. Three parameters must
be taken into account to fabricate larger pores. Besides pores dimensions, also
a more regular porous structure would be important for our scope. For this
reason, we started to think of a process to produce larger and less dendritic
pores with respect to the standard samples and also to control pores order and
size homogeneity. In reference [132] it has been demonstrated that increasing
the formation current density of a single porous layer it is possible to increase
pores diameter and to improve the pores size distribution (figure 5.13 a-b). At
the same time, as much as the pores diameter increases, a parallel decrease of
the pore-distance is registered, and if the crystalline Si skeleton is too thin, the
electrical conductivity is too low to use this system for electrical applications.
Moreover, the demonstrated improvement in pores size distribution is limited
to a specific pores dimension.
Then, the simplest way to control pores size distribution for pores of dif-
ferent dimensions would be to fabricate a patterning of the top surface in
a way similar to what lithography usually does. However, standard optical
lithography has the physical diﬀraction limit of about 100 nm, that is above
the mesopore range. Other techniques are usually used to obtain patterned
samples in the sub-100 nm limit (e.g. electron beam lithography or focused
ion beam lithography), but they are highly sophisticated and very expensive,
so not easily accessible. Several works can be found in literature about surface
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Figure 5.13: Plane-view SEM image (a) and pores size distribution (b) of
a PSi sample reported from reference [132]. The average pores diameter is
around 60 nm, with a well-peaked distribution, but the pore distance is strictly
linked to the formation electrochemical parameters.
patterning using easier strategies, but all of them have some problems in
scalability to large scale processes or in achievable precision. The use of
polymeric nanoparticles [39,133] or block-copolymers [39,134], often used in
combination with metal deposition followed by MACE [135] or with Reactive
Ion Etching (RIE) [136], for example, are aﬀected by problems related to
the maximum achievable depth [137,138] or to the diﬃculties in controlling
the etching depth [139,140]. Some other alternative ways to achieve a nano-
metric surface patterning can be an electrochemical process with the use of
nanoelectrodes to reach a highly precise pattern [141], or the deposition of an
aluminum layer for the formation of a lithographic patterning thanks to the
porosification of the alumina layer on the surface [142]. The diﬃculties in the
first case would be the need of a specific electrode for every diﬀerent pattern,
which makes it hardly scalable to large surfaces, while in the second case it
is not obvious that the same method can be applied to pattern a surface of
whatever material.
The idea of ENL was born from the need to find an easy and accessible
way to pattern a Si surface, to control dimension homogeneity, order and
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Figure 5.14: Scheme of the ENL process.
density of a final porous layer. At the base of this electrochemical process
there is the evidence that Si etching starts from random surface irregularities,
that are always present even if the surface is polished [38]. In fact, in those
positions there is a local charge accumulation due to an enhancement of the
local electric field, that permits the etching process to start. In analogy to
what happens for the fabrication of macropores [143], the realization of an
indentation pattern forces the pores to form from those sites.
A scheme of the complete ENL process is reported in figure 5.14: it consists
in two electrochemical etchings that produce a sacrificial double layer (SDL)
designed to control separately the pores density and size distribution in a third
porous layer (L-3). The first layer (SDL-1) defines the pores density, since the
number of pores of this layer depends on the random surface irregularities that
are present on the surface. The second layer (SDL-2) is fabricated immediately
under the first one. The number of the pores is the same as SDL-1, since
they start from the bottom of the previous layer, but the electrochemical
parameters are chosen so that SDL-2 pores are larger than SLD-1 ones. The
reason of this choice is that the pores of the second layer are induced to
re-arrange by the proper electrochemical parameters, and this influences their
order and their size distribution. This double layer is then dissolved with
aqueous NaOH solution, paying attention to not dissolve the bottom of the
pores. In fact, we want to obtain a nanostructured surface whose microscopic
defects serve as seeds for the formation of the pores in L-3.
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Figure 5.15: Comparison between SEM images of a standard PSi sample (a-b)
and the third layer of a sample obtained by applying the ENL process (c-d). In
particular, top views are shown in (a) and (c) panels, while the cross sections
are reported in (b) and (d).
Before to demonstrate the details of the process, it could be useful to show
a comparison between SEM images of a standard PSi sample (a-b) and a
sample produced by using ENL (c-d) (figure 5.15). In particular, in top views
(a) and (c) it is possible to observe the diﬀerences in pores order and in their
dimension homogeneity, while from cross sections (b) and (d) the diﬀerence
in pores structure is visible in their length.
SEM images, both in cross section and in plane view, have been used to analyze
the ENL samples to demonstrate the power of the new fabrication technique
as compared with the standard electrochemical etching. In particular, the
plane views have been analyzed with the software ImageJ to demonstrate
the ability of ENL to control pores order and their size distribution. Cross
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sections, instead, have been used to measure the pores density, by counting
all the visible pores on several images taken in diﬀerent regions and with
diﬀerent magnifications. It was not possible to perform the same measurement
on plane views because of the presence of several small openings that will
not become pores, especially in case of standard PSi samples. The ImageJ
analysis is done by modifying the image on a black/white one by adjusting the
threshold image contrast so to separate one part of the image (the holes) from
the other (the surface). Since the small openings and the pores have similar
aspects on the images, diﬀerent sets of parameters for the image analysis give
diﬀerent results and there is no possibility to obtain a coherent measurement.
We were interested in measuring the pores density to demonstrate that the
electrochemical parameters chosen to produce SDL-1 control the pores density
of L-3, independently from SDL-2 formation parameters. As previously
mentioned, the pore density of SDL-2 is tightly related to the pore density of
SDL-1 because the former starts from the bottom of this latter. Given that
L-3 formation starts from the surface indentations remaining from SDL-2
pores, L-3 pore density depends directly on SDL-1 one.
To demonstrate this property, a set of three ENL samples has been prepared:
the electrochemical parameters have been kept the same for the second and
the final third layers, changing only the formation conditions of SDL-1 in each
sample. Moreover, a set of three standard samples has been prepared with
three diﬀerent current densities, so that a direct comparison with the ENL
samples could be shown. The results are shown in figure 5.16: the red curve,
referred to the left and bottom axes, represents the behaviour of the L-3 pores
density as a function of the SDL-1 formation current density, while the blue
curve (right and to axes) represents the behaviour of the standard samples.
From this latter curve it is visible the well-known dependence of pores density
on the PSi formation current density [132]; despite the diﬀerent axes, a similar
behaviour is shown also for the red curve. In both cases there is a decrease
of the pores density when the formation current density increases: in fact,
the higher is the current density the larger are the pores, and the only way
to exist is to decrease their density since they occupy a larger volume. The
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Figure 5.16: Pores density evolution in standard PSi samples (blue curve
and axes) and in ENL samples (red curve and axes). A similar behaviour is
visible for both types of samples, with a clear dependence of pores density on
the formation current density. The main diﬀerence is that diﬀerent current
densities make variations in the single porous layer produced in case of standard
PSi, while for ENL samples the variation of the formation parameters in
SDL-1 produces diﬀerent pores density in the L-3.
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Figure 5.17: Pores size distribution of a standard PSi sample.
main diﬀerence between the two behaviours is that, if for standard PSi the
variation of the formation parameters makes variations in the single porous
layer produced, for ENL samples we vary the formation parameters in SDL-1
layer and we measure the diﬀerent pores density in the L-3 layer. So we
demonstrated our initial assumption.
Another characteristic of ENL is the control over the size distribution and
order of the pores of L-3. In case of standard PSi samples, the average
dimension of the pores depends on the formation current density, but the
distribution is quite broad because there is unavoidably the formation of
pores with much smaller or larger diameters with respect to the average value.
In figure 5.17 there is an example of pores size distribution for a standard
sample, where the average diameter is 35 nm but a bimodal distribution
is visible, with a high number of small pores represented with the intense
peak at around 100 nm2. We can demonstrate that ENL allows a better
control of pore-size distribution in the final L-3 pores. In reference [132] they
demonstrated an improvement in size-distribution of the pores by increasing
the formation current density, but it was tightly dependent on a specific pores
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Figure 5.18: Distribution of the pores opening size for two samples produced
using ENL protocol. The samples have been fabricated with two diﬀerent
average pores diameter, about 40 nm (left) and about 60 nm (right), and
they both show an improvement in size homogeneity with respect to standard
samples.
dimension (refer to figure 5.13). In this case we can demonstrate that ENL
protocol allows to obtain a good pores size-distribution independently from
pores dimension, that is on the specific L-3 formation parameters [144]. The
histogram in figure 5.18 shows the size-distribution of two ENL samples with
diﬀerent pores average dimensions, obtained by changing the L-3 formation
current density. If we compare the histogram of figure 5.17 with those of figure
5.18 we can notice that ENL allows to obtain a size distribution well centered
on the average pores diameter, independently from pores dimension. The
ENL surface patterning, then, prevents also the appearance of small-openings
pores.
The choice of electrochemical formation parameters for SDL-2 has an eﬀect
on the order of the L-3 pores. To demonstrate it, a new set of samples has
been prepared keeping constant the electrochemical formation parameters for
SDL-1 and L-3 and changing the formation conditions for SDL-2 only.
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Figure 5.19: SEM images (a-c) of three PSi samples prepared with identical
formation parameters for SDL-1 and L-3 layers, but with increasing current
density for SDL-2 from left to right images. In the same order as SEM pictures,
the FFT images (d-f) are shown immediately below and have been calculated
on squared areas of the respective SEM images. The yellow rectangles on the
FFT images, identical for all samples, served to calculate the FFT profiles
shown in figure 5.20. The FFT (e) has been rotated to align the rectangle and
the order-related fringes appearing on the FFT images, so that all the analysis
were coherent.
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In figure 5.19, the SEM images (a-c) of three ENL samples are shown, and
the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) images are reported in the panels below
(d-f). The order of the FFT images corresponds to the order of the SEM
images, and the three samples have been produced using formation current
densities for SDL-2 increasing from left to right. The yellow rectangle on
each FFT image, identical for all the samples, has been used to calculate the
FFT profile shown in figure 5.20, in the same order as SEM images of figure
5.19. Our hypothesis is that increasing the pores diameter by increasing the
formation current density leads to a higher order of pores morphology, due to
a self-ordering eﬀect. If this is true, higher levels of pores order correspond
to a higher number of peak couples on FFT profiles, which represent the
reproducibility of the interpore distance on the analyzed area. The black
vertical lines on each profile of figure 5.20 indicate the most visible peaks:
since their number increases with increasing the formation current density of
SDL-2, we can state that our hypothesis is demonstrated.
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Figure 5.20: FFT profiles obtained from the FFT images of figure 5.19, using
the yellow rectangles, as described in figure 5.19 caption. The order of the
curves is the same as the SEM images, and the formation current density of
SDL-2 of each sample increases from left to right. The green and red curves
have been translated along the x-axis for readability, while the blue curve is
on its original position. The black vertical lines on each curve indicate the
presence of clearly visible peaks, related to the pores distribution ordering.
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5.3 Large-pores samples with eumelanin
The new porous matrices produced by using the ENL process described in
5.2 have been used to be impregnated with melanin in order to investigate
the eﬀect of the pores size on the polymer behvior. According to the hy-
pothesis made at the end of section 5.1, the polymer inside the pores should
behave diﬀerently depending on pores dimension, and this could influence the
temporal stability of the samples in terms of photocurrent production. The
technical details of samples fabrication through ENL process are reported in
section 4.1.1. The final step of samples fabrication has been a treatment with
a diluted 0.1 M NaOH solution for 60 s in order to enlarge the pores diameter
and reduce the surface asperities inside the pores: plane view SEM images
reveal that there is an increase in the pores opening from about 34 nm to about
60 nm while, from the cross-section analysis, a reduction of the dendrites
length is also visible after the NaOH treatment. The impregnation of the
pores with the eumelanin solution has been done according to the procedure
described in 4.2.1, and the eﬀect of three diﬀerent monomer concentrations
has been investigated: 8mgml 1, 16mgml 1 and 24mgml 1. The lower
concentration is the same that has been used in 5.1 for thin-pores samples,
while the others have been chosen because the enlargement of the pores
may aﬀect the solution mobility and a new optimization of the impregnation
process could be necessary.
In figure 5.21 are shown the first results obtained with the new PSi
matrix: white-light photocurrent has been measured for several days for
the ENL samples impregnated with three diﬀerent DHI concentrations, and
they have been compared with the white-light photocurrent produced by an
empty sample and with that of a 10 nm-diameter sample impregnated with
an 8mgml 1 concentrated DHI solution. First of all, no significant diﬀerence
as a function of the DHI concentrations was noted, but an enhancement
of the white-light photocurrent generation with respect to the empty and
to the impregnated PSi with thinner pores is quite clear. Moreover, an
improvement in the temporal stability of the samples is also evident, since
photocurrent values after 10 days from the samples fabrication were more or
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Figure 5.21: Temporal evolution of white-light photocurrent of samples obtained
with ENL procedure and impregnated using three diﬀerent DHI concentrations:
8mgml 1, 16mgml 1 and 24mgml 1. These curves are also compared with
the white light evolution of an empty PSi sample made with ENL procedure, and
with that of a standard PSi sample impregnated with an 8mgml 1 concentrated
DHI solution.
less the same as the first day, diﬀerently from what happens in case of thinner
pores samples (section 5.1). After a slower decay with respect to the samples
with thinner pores, still measurable photocurrent values were recorded after
20 days, and they remain quite constant in the following weeks. Another
significant improvement compared to the past is the reproducibility of the
photocurrent intensity from sample to sample. As it is visible from figure 5.21,
for large pores samples photocurrent values are independent of the details
of the fabrication process and are very similar to one another, while for thin
pores there were huge variations spanning over orders of magnitude (100 nA
to 700 µA).
In figure 5.22 the spectral behaviour of the samples shown in figure 5.21 is
reported, again measured for many days in order to observe the temporal
evolution. The comparison with the spectral behaviour of an empty PSi
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Figure 5.22: Time evolution of the spectral behaviour of the samples im-
pregnated with diﬀerent DHI concentrations: 8mgml 1, 16mgml 1 and
24mgml 1. The spectral behaviour of an empty PSi matrix is also shown for
reference in bordeaux in each panel, and the green arrows roughly indicate the
evolution of the photocurrent spectra with time.
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sample is reported in each panel. As it is visible from these graphs, an
increase of the eumelanin-induced spectral absorption is a common feature
for all the samples, due to the polymerization of DHI inside the pores. The
interesting characteristic, that is common for all the samples and that was not
visible for samples with thinner pores, is that the eﬀect of eumelanin seems to
increase over time, as the green arrow indicates; moreover, the photocurrent
generation stops to decrease with time and tends to stabilize after about 20
days. In analogy to what happens to the absolute photocurrent, also the
stabilization of the spectral response occurs after about 20 days, as evidenced
in figure 5.21. This stabilization was not observed for samples with thinner
pores, so there is a clear dependence between sample characteristics and
pores dimension. These results in terms of photocurrent stability demonstrate
the accuracy of the hypothesis that we made thanks to the computational
study on polymer behaviour depending on pores dimension (section 5.1). We
can eventually state that the introduction of larger pores does improve the
stabilization of the hybrid junction, because the H2O2 produced during the
polymerization process diﬀuses slower toward the silicon walls with respect
to thinner pores samples. This result is in agreement with other literature
works that demonstrate the pore diameter dependence on the final properties
of a porous device [145,146].
5.4 MACE nanostructured porous silicon with
eumelanin
One of the strategies for improving the eﬃciency of a photovoltaic device is
the optimization of light absorption. The addition of melanin itself is aimed at
enhancing the photoconductivity of the final device: its absorption properties,
in fact, allow to increase the absorption coeﬃcient for thin layers and this
should, in principle, permit to reduce the final thickness of the photovoltaic
device. Moreover, part of the light that impinges on a photovoltaic device
is reflected by the surface itself, so it cannot contribute to the production
of photovoltaic energy. Minimizing that loss, a larger part of the incident
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Figure 5.23: SEM images in cross-section and plane-view of samples obtained
by MACE using Pt (left-side) and Ag (right-side) metal nanoparticles.
photons can be used to produce electron-hole pairs, and then also the eﬃciency
of the device can be positively aﬀected. Many research eﬀorts are devoted
to improve the anti-reflection properties of solar cells [147–152] and PSi
itself has been studied also for that purpose [153–155]. Besides through
electrochemical etching, PSi can be produced with an electroless technique
called metal-assisted chemical etching (MACE), as explained in section 2.1.2.
Thanks to the fact that the interface between porous and bulk silicon as-
sumes a very typical pyramidal shape, the reflectivity of these samples is
orders of magnitude lower than the one of standard PSi obtained with the
electrochemical etching. Combining together the antireflection properties
of the MACE PSi samples with the absorption properties of eumelanin, it
would be possible, in principle, to optimize the photovoltaic properties of such
hybrid heterojunction and to produce thinner device. Present technology,
in fact, is aﬀected by the need of using thick layer of absorbing material to
compensate the problem of indirect bandgap of Si, that limits its photovoltaic
eﬃciency. In this paragraph, a preliminary study on the realization of a hy-
brid heterojunction made with MACE PSi filled with eumelanin is presented.
This study has started in 2016 in collaboration with the group of S. Bastide
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Figure 5.24: Specular reflectivity of the diﬀerent phases of the samples real-
ization, both for Pt samples (left side) and Ag samples (right side).
of CNRS-ICMPE in Thiais (France) and has culminated with my stage in
those laboratories for four months in 2018; samples fabrication and their
analysis with SEM has been done in France, while samples impregnation with
melanin and their optical analysis have been performed both in Thiais and
in Cagliari. Two diﬀerent metal nanoparticles have been used as catalytic
agents for MACE: silver and platinum. In figure 5.23 SEM images of the two
types of samples have been presented, both in-plane view and in cross-section:
left-side images are of a sample prepared using Pt nanoparticles as metal
catalyst, while right-side images are of a sample prepared with Ag. Both
types of morphologies have been studied, since it was not possible to know in
advance which configuration would be better: Pt-samples have a flat upper
surface but the diﬀused porosity among the nanoparticles channels is very
narrow, so it could be a problem for the organic solution to penetrate; on
the other hand, Ag-samples have more diﬀused larger pores, but the upper
surface is very rough, and that could be a problem for the deposition of the
gold contact on top.
All the samples have been impregnated according to the procedure described
in 4.2.1 and have been analyzed with a UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer to
monitor all the phases of the sample preparation: after the sample realization,
after the impregnation with the monomer solution, after the polymerization
process and after the deposition of the gold surface contact (figure 5.24). As
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visible from these graphs, the polymerization process (dark brown curves)
can have either the eﬀect of decreasing (left case) or increasing (right case)
the samples reflectivity with respect to the reflectivity of the sample freshly
impregnated with the monomer solution (light brown curves). The decreasing
of the reflectivity, reported in case of impregnated samples obtained with
Pt nanoparticles, is an expected behaviour when an absorbing material
like eumelanin is inserted in the PSi matrix. On the contrary, a possible
explanation of the behaviour reported for the Ag samples could be related to
the morphological aspect of the samples surface, that are more rough with
respect to the surfaces of the previous samples. In this case, the flattening
of the surface due to the deposition of the eumelanin solution could be the
explanation of the increase of the sample reflectivity. The decrease of the
sample roughness could be more relevant than the insertion of an absorbing
material on the final optical properties. To verify the impregnation of the
PSi matrix with the organic solution, the samples have been analyzed by
SEM-EDS. The atomic percentage of carbon with respect to silicon has been
measured at the top and at the bottom of the porous layer for both the
matrices. The results are reported in table 5.4 and they show a typical
gradient from the top to the bottom in the pores impregnation.SEM-EDS
analysis showed good results that confirm the impregnation of the pores
with melanin; however, it has not been possible to characterize the samples
from the photocurrent point of view. In fact, even if a weak photocurrent
response was visible for some of the samples, their values were too low and
too noisy to be measurable and analyzed. One of the problems to be solved
that prevents photocurrent measurements is the surface roughness, especially
for samples made with Ag nanoparticles. This issue limited the possibility to
deposit a thin and homogenous metallic layer as a top contact to collect the
separated charges at the interface of the junction. With such a roughness,
the percolation threshold to have a uniform gold contact on the top surface
by sputtering is reached for a longer deposition time with respect to a flat
surface.
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Pt sample Ag sample
C (at.%) Si (at.%) C (at.%) Si (at.%)
top 20,55 79,45 33,67 66,33
bottom 12,79 87,21 23,72 76,28
Table 5.4: SEM-EDS analysis of the MACE PSi samples filled with eumelanin,
in order to verify the impregnation of the porous matrix with the organic
solution. Data show a gradient in the presence of carbon from the top to the
bottom of the sample for both the configurations.
A thick metal layer as a top contact implies an increase of the sample
reflectivity, and so a decrease of the percentage of the light that arrives to
the hybrid junction to produce excitons. An attempt with the deposition
of an organic contact made of PEDOT has been done as well, but the high
roughness prevented again its adherence to the sample top surface. In case of
samples produced with Pt nanoparticles, which have a flatter surface than the
previous ones, photocurrent problems cannot be related to the impossibility
to fabricate a top contact. In this case, the problem could be related to the
pores dimension: the pores that branch out from the channels formed by
the nanoparticles have openings of few nanometers. Probably the monomer
solution is able to penetrate the porous matrix through the large channels
but not through the tiny pores, and this prevents the formation of a working
hybrid junction between the two materials. Since this was a preliminary study,
many aspects still need to be optimized. Future research on this material
will include, for instance, optimization of the metal nanoparticle size and the
etching parameters.
Chapter 6
Porous silicon impregnated with
erbium
In this chapter, the results obtained on the study of PSi samples impregnated
with erbium are presented. In particular, section 6.1 reports a little back-
ground on the previous studies on Er-doped PSi samples, where the limit in
PL emission due to erbium clustering is highlighted. In section 6.2, instead,
an alternative idea to overcome the erbium clustering issue and to enhance
the Er-related PL emission is presented through a multidisciplinary study
that involves electrochemical, morphological and optical techniques.
6.1 A little background on Er-doped PSi: pho-
toluminescence intensity issue
PL production from pure silicon devices is prevented by the fact that silicon
has an indirect bandgap; radiative recombination between an electron-hole
pair in this type of semiconductor, in fact, can occur only in case of absorption
or emission of a phonon. To overcome this limitation, hybrid silicon-based
devices have been proposed [156], but they are generally quite complex and
expensive solutions. Another possibility could be to exploit the PL emission
of PSi, discovered at the beginning of the 1990s, probably due to quantum
confinement eﬀect on its crystalline structure [157, 158], or the doping of
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PSi itself with rare earths. In fact, it has been demonstrated that rare-
earth doped PSi structures can emit light at   = 1.5 µm [159–165], that
falls in the transparent transmission wavelengths window of silica optical
fibers [166]. The origin of the erbium PL comes from electron intra-4f
transitions of the incomplete shell; this transition switches from forbidden
to partially allowed when the ion Er3+ passes from the free ion state to
being hosted in a non-centrosymmetric site [167–169]. Many eﬀorts have
been done in rare-earth doping of silicon structures [170, 171], including
also the co-doping with erbium and ytterbium [172,173], but unfortunately
not enough high yield PL has been obtained so far [82, 174]. It has been
demonstrated that erbium clustering plays a major role in preventing the
production of eﬃcient Er-doped luminescent devices. The alternative paths
that have been followed by researchers to overcome this limit were either
the use of erbium-doped Silicon Rich Oxide (SRO) structures [175–181] or
the lowering the erbium doping levels [82]. Several works have been made
on the study of the electrochemical doping of PSi samples [30, 83–86] in
order to understand the origin of the low PL intensity. In particular, in
reference [85] it has been reported that the evolution of the applied voltage of
the electrochemical doping shows diﬀerent shapes depending on the current
intensity used to perform the process. More precisely, for low currents a single
transient is evident, and the voltage absolute value monotonically increases as
the process goes on; for higher currents, instead, a double transient appears
in the voltage evolution, meaning that two diﬀerent Er deposition processes
are involved. The study of the initial phases of the electrochemical doping
by means of GEIS (Galvanostatic Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy)
permitted to propose a possible interpretation of this behaviour. Actually,
two processes are induced by the applied electric field during Er deposition:
one is the migration of the Er3+ ions present in the electrochemical solution
towards the inner pores surface, the other is the transfer of the charge from
the ions to the solid structure. When using high electric fields, which means
high current values, the flux of the Er3+ ions is more intense and leads to a
consistent ions accumulation near the PSi top surface up to the formation
of a jelly-like layer. This does not happen in case of low doping current and
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this diﬀerence can explain the diﬀerent behaviours of the voltage evolution
in the two regimes. Moreover, the applied current intensity also influences
the final erbium content deposited on identical PSi samples, keeping constant
the transferred charge. In fact, structural characterization of the samples
with SEM-EDS microscopy permitted to measure the Er percentage, at
various depths, in nominally identical samples doped with high (0.5mA) and
low (0.05mA) current intensities. The measurements showed that the Er
percentage in the first case (high current intensity) is higher with respect to
what has been measured in the second case (low current intensity). Given
the higher eﬃciency of the process in high current regime, this condition has
been used to perform the study reported in this dissertation.
Starting from these discoveries, a more detailed study on the electrochemical
doping process of PSi samples has been carried out and presented here. The
first step of the study was the electrochemical impregnation of a PSi sample
with an erbium quantity of around 1%. The sample has been fabricated
according to the procedures reported in 4.1.1, while the impregnation of
the pores with erbium has been done through the electrochemical process
described in 4.2.2. The 1% doping level corresponds to the amount of erbium
that is typically inserted in erbium-doped light-emitting PSi samples and
for which erbium clustering appears. On such a sample, ET analysis has
been carried out in Grenoble following the procedures described in 4.3.2. The
results are shown in figure 6.1. Both in sagittal and in axial slices the erbium
clusters are visible as white spots randomly spread on the walls of the pores.
In fact, since ET is very sensitive to the atomic number Z, erbium appears
much brighter than silicon because its Z is much higher than that of Si.
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Figure 6.1: ET images, both in sagittal slices and in axial slices, of an Er-
doped PSi sample with an erbium percentage of 1%, calculated by SEM-EDS
mapping. Axial sections are extracted in correspondence of the white lines
reported in panels (A), (B) and (C); at the same way, sagittal images are
taken in correspondence of the white lines of panels (D), (E) and (F).
6.2 A new approach: pores filling for photolu-
minescence improvement
The scope of the work proposed here is to have a deeper understanding of the
electrochemical doping process; in fact, the optimization of this crucial phase
of samples preparation would permit to better understand the PL origin and
to enhance the final properties of this composite material. The strategy that
has been adopted here to overcome the erbium clusters issue goes in the
opposite direction with respect to the idea proposed by Prtljaga et al. in
reference [82]: instead of reducing the erbium amount to prevent the clusters
formation, the strategy to greatly increase the doping quantity inside the
pores has been explored. Several PSi samples have been prepared, following
the electrochemical procedure described in 4.1.1, and then electrochemically
filled with erbium in galvanostatic regime, as explained in 4.2.2, with doping
levels of 1.2, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, 10.0, 12.0% (table 6.1).
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Er doping time (s) Er concentration (%)
25 1
30 1.2
100 4
150 6
200 8
250 10
300 12
Table 6.1: Equivalence between duration of the Er doping and the Er concen-
tration, measured through SEM-EDS for 1.3 µm thick samples doped using a
constant doping current of 1mA.
In figure 6.2, the voltage evolution for a 12% electrochemical doping process
is presented. Three diﬀerent transients in the voltage evolution are visible
and indicated with green references in the graph: as already mentioned
in reference [85], to each transient corresponds a diﬀerent phase in pores
doping process. To activate the Er-luminescence, in both crystalline [182,183]
and PSi layers [184, 185], a thermal treatment must be mandatory; in this
case, samples have been subjected to an annealing process at 700  C in N2
inert atmosphere, with the scope to have an eﬃcient Er activation without
significantly changing the pores structure. In fact, if 700  C is relatively low
compared with the optimal temperature for PL performance of Er silicate and
Er oxide [186,187], it is also good for preservation of the PSi matrix [188] and
to avoid the induction of structures that would be similar to silicon-rich-oxide.
Both structural and optical characterizations have been performed on the
samples as a function of the erbium doping level, from 1.2%, that is the
standard doping level also mentioned in the previous paragraph, up to 12%,
that corresponds to a surface accumulation of Er ethanolate gel visible by
naked eye.
Er-doped PSi samples have been characterized from the structural point of
view in Grenoble by ET. In figure 6.3, ET images of two Er-doped PSi samples
are presented: panels (A) to (F) refer to a as-prepared 1.2% doped sample,
while panels (G) to (L) refer to an annealed 8% doped sample. In these
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Figure 6.2: Evolution of the applied voltage during the electrochemical doping
of a PSi sample with erbium. The non-constant voltage evolution is a clear
evidence of diﬀerent phases in pores filling process.
images, erbium appears as a white material and a decreasing gradient in Er
concentration is visible from the top to the bulk silicon in both samples, in
agreement with previous SEM-EDS measurements [83]. Especially in the first
sample, some homogeneous nanometric Er clusters are visible on the pores
walls, and they tend to aggregate and to form a continuous Er layer closer to
the top surface. It is important to note that axial images show that some of
the pores are completely empty, but this behaviour is similar to what has been
observed for other electrochemical filling processes [189,190]. The same feature
is visible for the sample with 8% but to a lesser extent. This second sample
has, in fact, many pores completely filled up to a depth of 800 nm. Diﬀerently
from the sample with 1.2% dopant, this sample is annealed, but the shape
of the filled pores remained quite unmodified with respect to the structure
of a not-annealed sample. This fact is in accordance with the hypothesis
made before about the choice of 700  C as annealing temperature, and it is
remarkable because our aim was to study a PSi structure filled with Er-rich
material, so it was important to avoid a complete diﬀusion of the Er into the
crystalline Si matrix. Moreover, looking at the axial slices (B) and (H), some
filled pores show a dark center: it means that the pore filling is a process
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Figure 6.3: ET of Er-doped PSi samples: panels (A) to (F) refer to a not-
annealed 1.2% doped sample, while panels (G) to (L) refer to an annealed 8%
doped sample. Panels on the left are diﬀerent sagittal slices, while panels on
the right are diﬀerent axial slices in the 3D reconstructed volume. Localization
of the sagittal slices is represented by a white line on the corresponding axial
slices and vice versa. The top surfaces of PSi samples are on the left-hand
side of the figure. The filling of the pores by the Er deposition is evidenced by
the white signal from the PSi pores.
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Figure 6.4: SEM-BSE image of an annealed PSi sample with 8% Er.
that starts from the pores surface and proceeds towards the center. This is
an important information that permits to understand how the impregnation
works and to give a better interpretation of the voltage evolution during
the electrochemical doping. Another morphological characterization of these
samples has been done by the group of A. Falqui at KAUST (Saudi Arabia)
using SEM-BSE technique. In figure 6.4, a top view SEM-BSE image of an
annealed PSi sample with 8% Er is reported and several things can be noted.
Given the high sensitivity of SEM-BSE to the elements atomic number, the
Er-filled pores appear like white spots, while dark spots are empty pores, in
analogy with ET observations. Moreover, some areas with diﬀused brightness
can be noticed, and these indicate a surface coverage that appears when most
of the pores are completely filled.
The samples have also been analyzed in collaboration with the group of M.
Saba of the University of Cagliari to explore their PL properties. In figure 6.5
are shown the PL intensity results for samples with diﬀerent doping levels
after the annealing treatment. Each spectrum is normalized with respect
to the maximum intensity of the silicon emission (  < 1200 nm) for easier
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Figure 6.5: Normalized PL results from annealed PSi samples with diﬀerent
Er content.
comparison. Looking at the peak at   = 1540 nm, it seems that the higher
is the Er content, the higher is the PL intensity. A maximum is reached
for doping level of 8%, and then a slight reduction and saturation of the
maximum PL value is observed for higher doping levels.
On the samples that showed a significant PL emission, time-resolved PL
measurements have been also performed, again in collaboration with the
group of M. Saba. These measurements have been performed on 6, 8, 10 and
12% after the annealing treatment and were intended to reveal any diﬀerent
optical properties of the composite material. The results are presented in
figure 6.6: the red curve, that is referred to the sample with 6% Er, is
characterized by two decay times: a faster one (⌧1 = 3.6 µs) and a slower
one (⌧2 = 20 µs), and they have been obtained by fitting the experimental
data with a biexponential curve. All the other samples have a single fast
decay time quite similar to ⌧1 and they are all characterized by an Er-rich
film on the top surface, as demonstrated in [83]. The magenta curve, instead,
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Figure 6.6: Time-resolved PL results from annealed samples with diﬀerent
Er content and the relative decay times obtained by fitting the curves with
exponential functions. The purple line with the shorter decay time is referred
to a bulk Si wafer with a thick Er-rich layer deposited on top using the same
solution and doping current used for the doping of the porous samples.
represents the behaviour of a relatively thick Er layer deposited on a bulk
Si sample using the same electrochemical deposition process but for a longer
duration (2000 s). This diﬀerent sample has a faster decay time of ⌧ = 2.5 µs,
while the time resolution of the set-up, measured as the apparent duration of
a sub-picosecond laser pulse, was around 1 ns.
In order to understand if the emitted light came predominantly from few
hotspots or homogeneously from all the sample surface, micro-PL measure-
ments have been evaluated. In figure 6.7 (a) micro-PL measurements of an
annealed PSi sample with 8% Er is shown, while in (b) is reported the corre-
sponding bidimensional mapping: the intensity of each point on the map has
been taken as the integrated intensity over the red area in the corresponding
spectrum. Looking at the results, PL emission is quite homogenous in all the
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Figure 6.7: (a) Micro-PL measurements of an annealed PSi sample with
8% Er; (b): bidimensional mapping of micro-PL results shown in (a): the
intensity of each point on the map has been taken as the integrated intensity
over the red area in the corresponding spectrum.
map, with small intensity fluctuations compatible with small local Er content
diﬀerences and little local surface asperities.
All the results of this work can be summarized in figure 6.8: the evolution
of the electrochemical doping process is represented with the red curve, that
is the voltage as a function of the Er content (using table 6.1 to convert
doping time in erbium percentage); PL data are taken from figure 6.5 and
are indicated as coloured rectangular bars, one for each analyzed doping
level (vertical black lines). As already mentioned, the applied voltage is not
constant during the Er doping, and the various transients are an indication
of diﬀerent doping regimes. The first double transient had been already
studied [30,83–85] and has been attributed to the formation of a surface layer
of Er ethanolate gel, whose higher density facilitates the ions permanence
inside the pores.
After the first double transient, the voltage remains approximately constant:
the ET result on the 1.2% doped sample suggests that this is the phase where
Er accumulates in the pores walls in form of small nanoclusters or thin film
near the top surface. As the electrochemical doping process goes on, the Er
filling starts from the pores walls and continues to their center. This was
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Figure 6.8: Synoptic representation of the results about the Si pores filling with
Er. The red curve represents the evolution of the applied voltage during the
electrochemical doping in galvanostatic regime; the black lines across the curve
indicate the Er doping levels that have been presented in the text. Immediately
above them, the colored rectangles represent the PL intensity corresponding to
the various doping levels. Finally, thanks to morphological characterization, it
has been possible di identify the diﬀerent phases of the doping process, whose
labels are reported under the PL results.
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evident from ET (figure 6.3, panels (G) to (L)) of the 8% doped-sample,
where the dark core of the filled pores was visible. In this phase, the increase
of the voltage absolute value is due to the reduction of the pores eﬀective
diameter that progressively increases the voltage needed to move the Er ions
inside them. From SEM-BSE analysis (figure 6.4) of the same sample, instead,
the Er surface accumulation emerged, coherently with the results reported
in reference [83], and it progressively continues as the doping level increases.
Then, thee diﬀerent regimes in the doping process can be identified: (A) Er
gel formation, (B) pore filling and (C) a contemporaneous pore filling and
superficial film accumulation. It is interesting to compare the three regimes
with the corresponding PL results: when the amount of erbium is very low
(1.2%) a weak PL emission is measured; when the Er content increases, so
happens to PL emission. The maximum intensity is measured for the sample
with 8% Er-level, which corresponds to the beginning of the superficial film
deposition. This could be explained by the fact that the Er-rich material
inside the pores is more eﬃcient than the surface coverage in PL emission,
which tends to decrease when the surface accumulation covers the entire
sample. Another important information on these types of samples can be
obtained by the measurements of the decay times of the PL emission (figure
6.6). The sample with 6% Er-doping showed two diﬀerent decay times, one
faster and one slower, and it had no surface Er layer since it is below the
surface accumulation threshold. All the samples with a higher Er level, which
also have a surface accumulation on top, exhibited one only short decay time.
These observations can help to attribute a double origin to the PL emission:
the thermal annealing produces an erbium silicate inside the pores near the
walls, while erbium oxide is produced elsewhere. The first one is characterized
by a slower decay time, while the second exhibits a faster emission and this
hypothesis is supported by the two literature works [186, 187]. From this
analysis, it is possible to hypothesize that the light emission from samples
with Er-rich film coverage is mainly due to Er oxide, while the emission
without the superficial layer mainly comes from Er silicate that is inside the
PSi matrix.
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6.3 Er-doping of large-pores samples
Since a more regular structure and a larger diameter have a great influence
in solution mobility inside the pores, the modification of the porous matrix
can bring a further improvement in the electrochemical impregnation with
erbium. For this reason, we used the ENL protocol to fabricate PSi samples
with larger pores, and we made some preliminary studies on the eﬀect of the
new porous matrix on the impregnation process with the erbium solution.
The technical parameters for PSi samples preparation using the ENL protocol
are reported in section 4.1.1, while the electrochemical doping with Er has
been performed in the same way as standard samples, according to the
procedure explained in 4.2.2. Figure 6.9 shows the comparison between the
applied voltage evolution measured during the electrochemical doping with
Er of a PSi sample fabricated using ENL (a) with the analogous evolution
obtained in case of a standard PSi doping (b). The two graphs refer to the
same doping time, that is 300 s, and the evolution of the applied voltage is
similar in both cases. In particular, the transients that indicate the various
phases of the electrochemical doping are visible also for ENL samples. SEM
characterizations using backscattered electrons (SEM-BSE) show that the Er
penetration within the pores is significantly improved in case of ENL samples,
since the images show a full filling in the whole pores length. Since the new
pores are larger and less dendritic as compared with standard samples, this
result can be explained with the improved mobility of the solution within
the larger pores. Of course, this diﬀerence also reflects onto the specific
transient shape. If, on one side, the presence of the diﬀerent transient in
both thin- and large-pore samples demonstrates that the process is the same
in both cases, on the other side the details of the transients depend on the
specific pores characteristics. For instance, larger pores do not imply higher
porosity, that is larger volumes within the pores, but a better penetration
of the pores may compensate a lower porosity: the position of the third
transient, the one related to the pores filling process, will depend from the
details of the fabricated pores. All these aspects require a detailed study
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Figure 6.9: Evolution of the applied voltage during the electrochemical doping
with erbium of a PSi sample fabricated using ENL (a) and the analogous
evolution obtained in case of a standard PSi doping (b). The transients that
represent the various phases of the electrochemical impregnation process are
visible in both cases.
for a full understanding, but the main result of these preliminary tests is
that an increase of the pores diameter by a simple factor of three lead to a
significantly improved pores filling.
The SEM-BSE characterizations showing the improved filling have been done
by A. Falqui and coworkers at KAUST (Saudi Arabia). Since the backscatter-
ing coeﬃcients depend on the atomic number of the involved chemical species,
in SEM-BSE of the PSi:Er samples the number of backscattered electrons is
higher for the regions where the Er content is higher. As a consequence, a
great contrast should be visible between Er and Si signals.
The analysis results of an ENL PSi sample doped for 200 s are shown in
figure 6.10: a) is the cross section SEM-BSE image, while b) is the trend
of O, Er and Si signals measured as a function of the distance from the
top surface of the same sample of a). It is worth to note that the brighter
areas of image 6.10 a) are the areas with higher Er content: looking at these
bright areas, it is easy to note that the Er-rich material completely fills
the pores shape. Since these are preliminary studies, there are still open
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Figure 6.10: a) SEM-BSE image of an Er-doped PSi sample. b) behaviour of
O, Er and Si signals as a function of the distance from the top surface of the
sample.
questions on the apparent inhomogeneity of the filling that will require further
investigations. These results indicate that filling of larger pores is, as expected,
more eﬀective for the homogeneous filling in the whole pore length, that is
1.7 nm in this case. If we compare these results with ET images of Er-doped
standard PSi samples reported in section 6.2, we notice that the thin pores
were filled up to a length of 800 nm, even if the thickness of the porous layer
was about 1.3 µm. For standard samples, therefore, the highly dendritic
structure and the small openings do not permit the solution to eﬃciently
move within the pores and therefore to have a suﬃcient exchange with the
external solution to keep the Er concentration constant in the whole pores
length. Moreover, small Er accumulation within the thin pores will lead to
significant reduction of the available pores diameter even with small deposits.
Since the solution mobility depends on the square of the pores radius, the
consequence is that the filling of the pores can be significantly improved
by small increase in their diameter. In summary, the possibility to fill the
pores depends strongly on the pore diameter and it appears that significant
improvements in the pores filling can be achieved even with relatively small
increases in the pore diameter. Although this strategy still needs further
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studies, the full pores filling shown by the SEM-BSE images demonstrate
that this approach is a very promising route towards high pores filling and
therefore highly photoluminescent materials.
Chapter 7
Porous silicon impregnated with
nickel
This last chapter is intended to present another application of the impregnation
of PSi with a metallic material. This study has been possible thanks to
the competencies that we acquired on PSi impregnation, in this case with
electrochemical methods. In section 7.1, in fact, the results obtained on
PSi samples electrochemically filled with nickel are proposed with the aim
of obtaining a new protocol for analysis and accurate reconstruction of
nanoporous materials by APT.
7.1 Nickel in porous silicon for a better atom
probe tomography reconstruction
The aim of the work presented in reference [101] was to propose a new protocol
for analysis and accurate reconstruction of nanoporous materials by APT.
A study on this topic was then possible thanks to the collaboration with I.
Mouton and coworkers from CEA-LETI and Université Grenoble Alpes; in
fact, our expertise in pores filling, especially through electrochemical processes,
has been put together with their expertise in reconstruction techniques to
find a way to perform reliable APT reconstruction on porous materials.
APT is a material analysis technique that allows the 3D reconstruction of a
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specimen at the atomic scale, with around 0.1-0.3 nm in depth and 0.3-0.5
nm lateral resolutions. It is based on the field evaporation of atoms from the
tip of a needle-shaped portion of a sample, and the current reconstruction
algorithm is based on a geometric model that works as a point projection
of ion position on a hemispherical surface [191]. What is critical in this
process is the accurate evaluation of the reconstruction parameters, in order
to obtain a reliable spatial reconstruction of the real specimen. This process
is quite easy in case of metallic materials, since the calibration is based
on lattice planes or desorption patterns [192], while it is complicated for
semiconductors and multiphase materials, where the projection laws aﬀect
the reconstruction parameters, and the evaporation fields could be diﬀerent
from one phase to another [193,194]. As a matter of fact, APT analysis and
reconstruction with porous materials is quite a challenge: until now, the only
way to make APT analysis possible is the filling of pores with 50 nm diameter
with electron beam induced deposition [195, 196]. To solve these problems,
several research groups have proposed to improve algorithm [197] or constrain
reconstruction [198–200] using other characterization techniques to integrate
complementary information. The most used technique is ET [201–203] because
it allows discerning 3D nanoscale structure from a series of 2D projection
images acquired at diﬀerent tilt angles with a transmission electron microscope
(TEM) [204].
In this study, ET has been used together with APT on the same needle,
taken from a nickel-impregnated PSi sample, in order to implement a new
model for APT reconstruction. The reason why the two analysis techniques
have been used together is that they allow a direct comparison between the
reconstructed volume of the same sample, so that one can immediately know
how good the reconstruction is by checking the correspondence of the two
results. The analysis criterion is based on the proportion of well-positioned
atoms for one APT reconstruction when compared to the ET reference volume.
This correlation algorithm has been applied to mesoporous Si samples for
their singular form of dendritic pores.
The samples were 1 µm thick with pores of 10 nm diameter, and they have
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Figure 7.1: (a) HAADF STEM image of the whole tip with corresponding ET
and APT analyzed volume respectively in red and blue. Slices in XZ and XY
direction from (b) the ET reconstruction with segmented volume for (c) nickel
and (d) silicon element.
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been electrochemically filled with nickel since it has a similar evaporation
field than silicon. The fabrication and impregnation of the samples have
been performed at PoroSiLab in Cagliari (the details are reported in 4.1.1
and ??, respectively), while all the analysis and their interpretation have
been carried out by our collaborators in Grenoble. First of all, a check of
the electrochemical filling and an observation of the microstructural features
(pores size, morphology) has been done by using a FIB/SEM [205]. Then, to
reduce electron beam damage and to have a large field of view, the analysis
has been done on a needle of 200 nm diameter extracted from the porous
sample. ET has been carried out on a FEI Titan Themis at 200 kV in High
Annular Dark Field (HAADF) scanning electron transmission microscopy
(STEM) using a 2050 Fishione holder with a tilt acquisition from  90° to 90°
with steps of 1°. All the images have been denoised, aligned and reconstructed
according to the procedures described by Printemps et al. in [104]. In figure
7.1 (a) a HAADF STEM image of the needle extracted from the sample is
shown. Diﬀerent layers are visible starting from the top: a platinum capping
deposited for sample preparation, a nickel layer, nickel-filled silicon pores and
empty silicon pores. Figure 7.1 (b), instead, shows a yz-slice and an xy-slice
of the ET reconstruction, and the reconstructed volume is then segmented
using global thresholding of the whole volume: in (c) nickel is evidenced in
green, while silicon (d) in evidence in yellow. From ET reconstruction it
is clear that pores are not damaged and are completely filled on 80 to 230
nm from the top surface, and this makes possible APT experiments. To do
the APT analysis, the same needle has been afterwards reduced to achieve a
sharp curvature (around 50 nm), using a Cameca-Flextap in UV-laser pulsing
mode (  = 343 nm). During the sample evaporation for reducing the needle
dimensions it has emerged the good adhesion and quality of the pores filling
with nickel, since no irregular variation of the detection flux (or applied
voltage) has been observed. For APT data reconstruction, a cone angle
reconstruction algorithm [206] has been used, while 3D visualization is carried
out with Avizo software.
In figure 7.2 the APT reconstruction has been shown: the top nickel layer is
represented in green and the filled silicon porous layer is represented both in
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Figure 7.2: APT reconstruction (e) of the nickel-filled porous sample with
density map (in number of atoms) for (f) nickel and (g) silicon.
orange (the Si part) and green (the Ni part). Since the sample broke, only a
50 nm thick portion of the nickel-filled porous layer has been observed with
APT. In ET reconstruction, images were composed of intensity voxels, while
3D scatter plot has been collected for APT reconstruction, where each dot
represents one reconstructed atom with a coordinates triad (x, y, z) and a
diﬀerent colour that means a diﬀerent chemical nature. In order to make
possible the comparison of the two datasets, APT reconstruction is converted
into a density map for each element, using the same voxel size as the ET
reconstruction.
The number of atoms of the diﬀerent elements is counted in all voxels allowing
to generate a 3D density map (in number of atoms per voxel) for each element:
figure 7.2 (f) and (g) are the 3D maps for nickel and silicon, respectively.
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Figure 7.3: Correlation procedure between ET and APT.
This work aimed to find the best APT reconstruction parameters to fit the
ET 3D information (interface position, object size and morphology), and a
scheme of the correlation procedure between ET and APT is shown in figure
7.3. ET has been used to obtain a reference volume to force APT reconstruc-
tion parameters, indicated with R0,↵. For each reconstruction parameter, a
geometric transformation (rigid-body translations and/or rotations) must be
applied to APT reconstruction in order to maximise the matching between
APT and ET reconstructions. The optimization of the geometric transforma-
tion requires also a matching quantification between ET and APT volumes;
for this reason, the criterion of the proportion of well positioned atoms in
APT reconstruction as compared to the ET segmented volume has been
adopted. If an atom is consistent with the corresponding segmented voxel
of ET, then a reconstructed atom is considered well positioned. Extending
this argumentation for each atom, it is possible to determine a fraction of
well-positioned atoms for a set of reconstruction parameters R0,↵. All the
details about the optimization of the reconstruction algorithm can be found
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Figure 7.4: Dependence of the APT reconstruction parameters R0,↵ on the
fraction of well positioned atoms.
in reference [101], but it is worthy to underline is that the use of a well-filled
PSi sample with mesopores of around 10 nm turned out to be successful for
the aim of the research. In fact, the fraction of well positioned atoms has
been calculated for a range of APT reconstruction parameters (cone angle
algorithm); in figure 7.4 the results on fraction of well positioned atoms as a
function of initial radius (R0 from 100Å to 600Å) and cone angle (↵ from 1°
to 20°) are presented.
To conclude, this correlation methods turned out to work well with porous
and nanostructured materials because the 3D features of the sample have well
distinctive shapes and the two elements Si and Ni have a quite diﬀerent atomic
number so that they can be clearly observed with the electron microscopes
thanks to their chemical contrast.
Conclusion
The aim of this thesis was to study the impregnation of PSi matrices with
diﬀerent materials and diﬀerent techniques so that a better understanding of
the process could optimize the final properties of the composite systems.
The first part of the work was devoted to the study of PSi samples chemically
filled with melanin. The interest on this junction was born for its photovoltaic
properties, but the complexity of the materials involved required a more
accurate comprehension of the two building materials themselves. In this
sense, the photocurrent produced by the samples has been used in this disser-
tation more as a mean to investigate materials and junction’s properties and
stability. In chapter 5 the optimization of the samples impregnation in order
to improve the organic-inorganic junction stability has been presented. The
first parameters that have been investigated were expected to favour stronger
chemical bonds between eumelanin and silicon. They were the modification
of the composition of the monomer solution and the functionalization of the
inner surface of the pores through a light electrochemical oxidation, but the
results reported in section 5.1 showed that these had not a key role in the
optimization of the samples properties. Enlarging the pores diameter of our
samples of more than 50% (from 10-15 nm to 50-60 nm), it led to an increase
of the junction lifetime from one to several weeks. To fabricate samples with
40-60 nm diameter pores that were also homogeneous in the size distribution
and pores repartition, we developed a new electrochemical method for the
lithography of the Si surface. The introduction of the ENL as a novel method
to produce PSi matrices allowed us to understand that pores dimension turned
out to be a fundamental parameter that highly aﬀects the impregnation of a
porous matrix.
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In parallel with the chemical impregnation of PSi with melanin, we studied
the electrochemical impregnation of PSi with metals. In chapter 6, the object
of the study was the impregnation of PSi samples with erbium, whose main
characteristic is light emission in the region of transparency for telecommu-
nication transmission. The main issue of this composite system has always
been erbium clustering, which limits PL emission, and it usually appears in
the condition of "pore doping" with around 1-2% of Er. A careful study of
the electrochemical impregnation process and a multidisciplinar analysis of
samples filled with increasing amounts of Er led to propose a new strategy to
overcome this problem. Diﬀerent doping levels have been studied in order to
compare the "pore doping" regime with a progressive filling of the pores with
Er-rich material, and the morphological analysis permitted to characterize the
various steps of the doping process. Electron tomography images of the sam-
ples showed a gradual evolution from erbium clusters, randomly distributed
on pores walls, to a continuous erbium accumulation, as the doping level
increased. Finally, a surface layer for high doping levels was also visible.
Then, three important steps in the impregnation process have been identified:
the Er gel formation, the pore filling and the surface accumulation of the
Er-rich material. The understanding of the electrochemical filling permitted
to understand which fabrication condition could optimize the PL emission
from this type of samples. Luminescence analysis revealed that the more
Er is put inside the pores, the higher is the light intensity; the maximum
intensity has been measured in correspondence to the beginning of the surface
accumulation on top of the samples. We also demonstrated that, as in case
of chemical impregnation with melanin, also electrochemical impregnation
with erbium is strongly aﬀected by the morphology of the porous matrix.
Er-filled ENL PSi samples have been studied through SEM-BSE and the
results permitted to note that some of the pores are completely filled in all
their length. This is a partial improvement in the pore filling process with
respect to the past, since the previous morphological analysis on standard
samples showed that the bottom of the pores remained always empty. We
suppose that the more regular structure and the larger diameters of the pores
made using ENL protocol permit an easier penetration of the Er solution,
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diﬀerently from what happens in case of thin standard pores.
Chapter 7, instead, reports the results on the impregnation of PSi with nickel.
The two elements Si and Ni have a similar evaporation field, and this was
mandatory because the samples have been used to develop a new protocol for
analysis and reconstruction of nanoporous material by atom probe tomography.
The aim of this chapter was, in fact, to show another application of the
impregnation of PSi with a metallic material, and it has been possible thanks
to our ability in electrochemical impregnation of PSi matrices. The choice of
the right impregnation technique and the optimization of the electrochemical
parameters permitted to get the desired result: the use of electron tomography
and of atom probe tomography on the same needle allowed to put together
information on the sample volume from both the techniques and to perform
an aﬀordable 3D reconstruction of the analyzed sample. Thanks to this
improvement in APT reconstruction it will be possible to gain reliable and
accurate information of both structural and chemical properties of complex
sample as porous materials or other multiphase materials.
In this dissertation we have demonstrated that the impregnation of a PSi
matrix is aﬀected by a huge number of parameters. Chemical and electro-
chemical impregnations are quite diﬀerent processes, but in both cases the
final sample properties depend on the optimization of the same details. Many
variables must be taken into account when performing impregnation of such
complex porous structures, since the possibility to control or not them can
have delicate consequences on the final samples properties. Among all, the
shape and the dimension of the pores turned out to have a significant role in
the studies proposed in this dissertation. Changing the pores diameter from
10-15 nm to 50-60 nm modifies the fluidity of the solution and its capability
to penetrate inside the pores; as a result, both the samples chemically and
electrochemically filled showed an improvement in their properties and/or in
their structural characteristics. Moreover, the relevance of the polymerization
process itself and of the interface thickness has been put into evidence, un-
derlying the unavoidable need of combined approaches for the understanding
of complex nanostructured materials. Despite the great improvements that
we obtain in controlling and understanding both the chemical and electro-
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chemical impregnation methods, still more work has to be done in both cases
with the aim to enhance the samples properties. A deep understanding of
the impregnation process permits to be conscious of the many parameters
that can aﬀect the final results and their control is a compulsory aspect for
the optimization of the samples in order to exploit them for technological
applications.
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